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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1700s, music educators in the United States have been concerned 
with the most effective approach to song teaching (Fisher, 1896; Heath, 1885; Mark & 
Gary, 2007; Thomas, 1897). The beginning of music education in the United States
included rote singing, or the rote approach, which was also used in churches when the 
services (Mark & Gary, 2007; Siemer, 2010). More recently, suggestions and guidelines 
for the rote approach to song teaching were found in several music teaching textbooks;
best practices when using the rote approaches to song teaching with children were also 
provided. (Feierabend, 2006; Gault, 2016; Glenn, et al., 1936; Morgan & Morgan, 1954; 
Phillips, 1992; Weyforth, 1929). 
Today, researchers investigating song teaching have specifically studied two types 
of rote approaches to song teaching: phrase-by-phrase and holistic (Gault, 2002; Klinger,
et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 
2006). A phrase-by-phrase approach to song teaching, in its most basic form, uses a 
whole part whole teaching philosophy, while the holistic approach to song teaching 
does not break the song apart by phrases. Researchers also investigated other aspects of 
song teaching, such as the presence or absence of text, students teaching students, and 
classroom teachers use of song teaching approaches (Feierabend, et al., 1998; Gault, 
2002; Kullenberg & Pramling, 2016; Liao & Campbell, 2016; Marshall, 2002). The 
overall results of research on approaches to song teaching indicated that there was no 
statistically significant difference between a phrase-by-phrase and holistic approach to 
song teaching.
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Researchers also investigated the types of songs used in song teaching. All of the 
studies examined used what is considered appropriate song choices for children.
Appropriate song choices included elements such as text meaning/content, pitch, range, 
rhythm, and phrase structure (Beegle & Bond, 2016; Choksy, Abramson, Gillespie, 
Woods, & York, 2001; Gault, 2016; Glenn et al., 1936; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008; 
Marshall, 2002; Morgan & Morgan, 1954; Newman, 1995). In all studies, researchers 
used songs that had at least one repeated phrase (e.g. ABAC, ABAB, or ABCA), no
researchers used a through-composed phrase structure of ABCD (Gault, 2002; Klinger et 
al. 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 
2006).
In addition, the literature that was examined led to interesting aspects in reference 
to who was tested, who performed each experiment, and the type of analysis used. All 
studies that tested both a phrase-by-phrase and holistic approach to song teaching used 
the same teacher to administer each part of the experiment (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al. 
1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). 
The results of all studies focused on the data collected for singing accuracy at one level, 
the student level, while no attention was given to a second level of data, the teacher level.
Researchers using multilevel modeling for data analysis have presented a new aspect of
research that has not been looked at in most previous research investigating song teaching 
approaches the teacher (Adelson & Owen, 2012; de Leeuw & Meijer, 2008). 
Statement of Problem
A review of the literature revealed that there are two types of approaches to song
teaching: phrase-by-phrase and holistic. The results of these studies indicated no 
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statistically significant difference in favor of one approach over the other. All studies
used a song that included at least one repeated phrase, and no study tested songs with a 
through-composed phrase structure. Analysis at the student level in all the research leaves 
questions about whether the teacher could make a difference in the results. Thus, there 
was a need to examine song teaching approaches that included a song that does not have 
any repeated phrase and investigates the impact of the differences in teachers who initiate
the song teaching approach through an analysis using multilevel modeling. 
Definition of Terms
Definitions of variables associated with this study are as follows:
Measurement Tool 
1. Miller Singing Accuracy Rubric 2020 (MSAR 2020) this researcher-
designed tool was based upon previous research (Brophy, 1997; Gault,
2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mathias, 1997; Mizener, 1998,
2003, 2004; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Rutkowski & Miller, 2003;
Sorrells, 2006; Steenwyk, 2004; Veenker, 1998). The MSAR 2020 scores
students based on rhythm, melody, text, and starting and ending pitch and
is worth a total of 26 points.
Song Teaching Approaches (see Appendix B for steps)
2. Combination approach (CA) using this researcher-created approach,
the teacher sings the whole song three times (accompanied by text-related
questions or motions on the second and third times through) followed by
students echoing each phrase. Lastly, the teacher sings the song in its
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entirety a final time before students sing the whole song together. In 
addition, teacher-added gestures are used. The gestures are not motions 
meant for the students to copy; rather they are merely gestures to help 
students remember the words of the song. 
3. Holistic approach (HA)  using this approach to song teaching, the 
teacher sings the song in its entirety anywhere from three to five times 
before asking the students to join in singing the song when they are ready 
(Gault, 2002; Klinger et al. 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; 
Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). For the purposes of this study, 
a holistic approach is when the teacher sings the entire song five times 
through, with text-related questions or set of motions incorporated during 
the second through fifth time through. 
4. Phrase-by-phrase approach (PA)  this approach to song teaching is 
defined as whole-part-whole (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al. 1998; Marshall, 
2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). 
The teacher sings the whole song one time through, and then proceeds to 
have students echo each phrase of the song. The teacher then sings the 
whole song through one more time before inviting students to sing the 
whole song. 
Song Type 
5. Song Type  for the purposes of this study, song type refers to the phrase 
structure of the song, for example ABAC phrase structure versus ABCD 
phrase structure. 
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Delimitations of the Study 
 The definitions for this study were defined as they are related to the age of the 
students in this study only and the specific aspects of teaching songs to third graders. In 
addition, the researcher recognizes that there are other types of songs and song teaching 
approaches. Therefore, generalization should only be to third grade students and the type 
of song used during this study as well as the three types of song teaching approaches 
used. 
Limitations of the Study 
 In this study, the researcher investigated song teaching approaches taught by 22 
different teachers. The researcher went into 22 different schools and discovered that each 
school encompassed 22 different procedures, environments, and contained a wide variety 
of students in reference to socioeconomic status and learning abilities. While every effort 
was made to keep the procedure similar at each school, the fact remained that some 
schools had no interior hallways and the music classroom opened up to the outside of the 
building, which provided a completely different atmosphere than a music classroom that 
opened to an interior hallway. The two types of buildings at the 22 schools also resulted 
in a difference in the procedure of having students wait in a hallway, or outside the 
building during recordings. In addition, it was discovered that the use of the music 
classroom for recording or even teaching of the songs was not feasible at every school.  
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This review of literature includes four sections specifically related to song 
teaching approaches in the elementary music classroom. The first section is a summary of 
the historical context of the rote approach and its connection to song teaching. In the 
second section, research literature is reviewed that examined various approaches to song 
teaching. A review of the types of songs appropriate for elementary general music 
students and an analysis of the songs used in the reviewed literature constitutes the third 
section. Finally, the last section is a review of the types of research designs previously 
used in research studies that investigated song teaching approaches.  
The Historical Context of Rote Approaches to Song Teaching 
Singing in the classroom has been at the center of music education in the United 
States for nearly three hundred years (Mark & Gary, 2007). From the beginning, song 
teaching involved debates about the rote approach and the note approach, that is, whether 
students should sing without looking at standard notation/symbols (rote) or looking at 
standard notation/symbols (note). Today, music education textbooks feature different 
types of rote approaches, which include variations of steps for song teaching (Beegle & 
Bond, 2016; Beer & Hoffman, 1982; Bennett, 2016; Choksy, 1999; Choksy, et al, 2001; 
Feierabend, 2006; Findlay, 1971; Gault, 2002, 2016; Glenn, et.al, 1936; Houlahan & 
Tacka, 2008; Juntunen, 2016; Keetman, 1974; Kriske & DeLelles, 2007; Mark & Gary, 
2007; Mead, 1994; Morgan & Morgan, 1954; Newman, 1995; Phillips, 1992; Siemer, 
2010; Taggart, 2016; Waddell, 1989; Weyforth, 1929). More specifically, two types of 
rote approaches are discussed and are the focus of this study: a phrase-by-phrase 
approach and a holistic approach. In this section, I  briefly explain the rote approach at 
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the start of music education in the United States, examine the evolution of rote 
approaches (phrase-by-phrase and holistic) in textbooks that span over one hundred 
years, and I establish the rote approaches used today in classrooms as a result of various 
teaching philosophies and research.  
1700s  
According to Mark and Gary (2007) and Siemer (2010), the process of rote 
singing was used in church when the congregants were not singing well enough for the 
pastors. Leaders would sing one line of music and the congregants would echo that line. 
Siemer (2010), in several different references to rote singing, referred to this process as 
 After each line was echoed, pairs of lines were echoed 
together, a similar feature of a phrase-by-phrase approach used today. It is not evident in 
the extensive writings of Siemer (2010) or Mark and Gary (2007) that rote singing 
involves the whole song being sung multiple times before congregants or students are 
asked to join in singing, which is a feature of a holistic approach that is used today.  
1920s 1950s 
Textbooks from the late 1700s to late 1800s were difficult to find and so they 
were omitted from this literature review. Since the Music Supervisor National 
Conference (MSNC/MENC/NAfME) was established in 1907 and the first elementary 
national standards were published in 1921 (Mark & Gary, 2007), the earliest textbooks 
reviewed were from the 1920s through the 1950s. In three early textbooks spanning from 
the late 1920s to the mid 1950s, the authors defined and described the steps to rote 
approaches to song teaching (Glenn et al., 1936; Morgan & Morgan, 1954; Weyforth, 
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1929). The actual steps to teaching songs differ in each of these sources; for example, the 
number of repetitions or deletion of certain steps. There are, however, several similarities 
in the sources reviewed.  
In all three textbooks, authors recommended that instructors ask students a 
question related to the text of the song and tended to keep the song whole when teaching, 
rather than break it down by phrase (Glenn et al., 1936; Morgan & Morgan, 1954; 
Weyforth, 1929). Weyforth (1929) and Glenn et al. (1936) suggested introducing the title 
and content of the song, singing the song, and then asking a text-related question before 
singing the song again in their version of what is closely related to the steps of a holistic 
approach. Next, the teacher should ask leading questions about the text before singing the 
whole song again (Glenn et al., 1936; Weyforth, 1929). Then, either the teacher or the 
students should decide which part they will sing. For example, the teacher and students 
can sing alternating phrases, or students may sing the chorus or parts of the chorus while 
the teacher sings the opposing part. This process leaves singing of the whole song intact 
- ded who will 
sing which part, the children work on their part, but Weyforth (1929) did not provide 
guidelines as to how they should work on it. Even though Weyforth (1929) was in 
support of keeping the whole song intact, she suggested that echoing of the phrases is 
acceptable if the song is able to be broken apart by phrase artistically. Last, the students 
sing the whole song.  
Glenn et al. (1936) included a different suggestion from Weyforth (1929) which 
was inviting the students to sing after the second time hearing the whole song, as well as 
having the teacher sing the song and leave a word off at the end of the phrase, allowing 
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students to finish the phrase. Finally, similar to the suggestions by Weyforth (1929), the 
students are asked to sing portions of the song that might be easy to do, such as repeated 
words or the chorus (Glenn et al., 1936). 
The actual labeling of a phrase-by-phase approach and a full song (holistic) 
approach were found in a textbook by Morgan and Morgan (1954). In a phrase-by-phrase 
approach, the teacher sings the song in its entirety and the students listen. Next, the 
teacher breaks the song down by phrase, and the students echo the teacher after each 
phrase. Finally, the teacher sings the song whole again and the students echo. For the 
holistic approach, the authors suggested singing the entire song on previous days, similar 
to the suggestion by Weyforth (1929). Morgan and Morgan (1954) described a holistic 
approach as follows: the teacher first sings the entire song, then the students are asked to 
answer questions about parts of the text of the song and to keep the beat while just the 
teacher sings it again. Next, students mouth the words while the teacher sings the song 
again. If the students look like they know the song when they mouth the words, the 
teacher invites them to sing it; if it does not seem as though the students know the text 
yet, the students repeat the lip-syncing step again. The students are then asked to sing the 
song alone, with the teacher ready to assist. If the song needed more work, Morgan and 
Morgan (1954) suggested the teacher use a phrase-by-phrase approach. Overall, it 
appears that the authors preferred a holistic approach; they stated that it is musical and 
smooth and does not waste time by needless piece-
-
sources which could suggest that teaching with a piece-meal aspect is not favorable for 
song teaching (Morgan & Morgan, 1954; Weyforth, 1929).  
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In summary, authors of the three textbooks reviewed suggested that a blend of a 
holistic and a phrase-by-phrase approach to song teaching is preferable when teaching 
songs to children (Glenn et al., 1936; Morgan & Morgan, 1954; Weyforth, 1929). 
Keeping the whole song intact is preferred, but teachers were encouraged to isolate 
phrases for students to echo if they were having trouble with the song (Glenn et al., 1936; 
Morgan & Morgan, 1954; Weyforth, 1929).  
1950s Today  
A shift in the United Stated music curriculum in the late 1950s through the late 
1970s included the introduction of teaching approaches and philosophies: Dalcroze 
Eurhythmics, Kodály, Orff-Schulwerk, and Music Learning Theory (Choksy et al., 2001; 
Mark & Gary, 2007). Each of these approaches, methods, and/or philosophies can be 
found in textbooks published from the 1970s through today; an examination of these 
books revealed the presence or absence of song teaching approaches (Beegle & Bond, 
2016; Bennett, 2016; Choksy, 1999; Choksy, et al, 2001; Findlay, 1971; Gault, 2016; 
Houlahan & Tacka, 2008; Juntunen, 2016; Keetman, 1974; Mead, 1994; Taggart, 2016; 
Waddell, 1989). Textbooks, not associated with a specific teaching philosophy or 
approach, also included direction and suggestions for song teaching approaches (Beer & 
Hoffman, 1982; Feierabend, 2006; Kriske & DeLelles, 2007; Newman, 1995; Phillips, 
1992). Regardless of the connection of a song teaching approach to a philosophical 
teaching approach, this section establishes the steps to song teaching approaches found in 
the literature from the 1950s to today. 
Beer and Hoffman (1982) specified how six songs were introduced throughout 
their textbook in the appendix labeled Hints for Teaching Rote Song. Each song was 
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taught differently, but a common theme was to let the students hear the song whole for a 
few repetitions and then break it down for phrase echoing if students do not sing it 
correctly; this is similar to suggestions found in earlier textbooks (Glenn, et al., 1936; 
Morgan & Morgan, 1954; Weyforth, 1929). In a subsection labeled Generalizations, Beer 
and Hoffman (1982) recommended singing the song a total of three times before asking 
students to sing and suggested that some songs require a whole song approach, while 
others require a phrase-by-phrase approach. This depends on the song philosophy was 
supported by two other textbooks examined and published nearly 90 years apart (Gault, 
2016; Weyforth, 1929). Gault (2016) pointed out that all songs are different, as are the 
people who teach them, while Weyforth (1929) suggested that teaching a song is an art, 
therefore special attention should be given to the song and its characteristics when 
choosing an approach to song teaching. 
 Teaching Kids to Sing (Phillips, 1992) was the only textbook examined that 
provided information about the psychomotor process that affects tonal memory and how 
it is related to song teaching approaches. After explaining that memory for phrases 
decreases the longer the length of the phrase, the author suggested games and activities 
such as echoing to improve tonal memory. In addition, Phillips (1992) stressed the 
importance of keeping the song whole, with the same suggestions previously discussed, 
assigning different parts of the song to the teacher and students, respectively. The section 
of his book ended, however, rather contradictory to what has been discussed thus far. The 
developing to
(1992, 
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does not seem to support a holistic approach 
(Phillips, 1992, p. 29). The last sentence of the section of that chapter seemed to support a 
phrase-by-phrase approach and -part-whole, 
(Phillips, 1992, p. 29).  
 textbook for classroom teacher, the author explained very 
clearly that a phrase-by-phrase approach should be taught, calling the song teaching 
-part- ing the steps that are most found and 
labeled phrase-by-phrase in other textbooks and research literature. Newman (1995) 
suggested that singing the song in its entirety before breaking it down is a must so that 
Further suggestions for 
classroom teachers included the use of a recording to introduce songs, which would 
provide students with musical accompaniments. Although listening to recordings was not 
labeled as a holistic approach, Newman (1995) recommended to provide students with 
approach.  
In a more recent textbook, First Steps in Music for Preschool and Beyond, 
Feierabend (2006) recommended echoing shorter patterns for younger students. Similar 
to the suggestions by Morgan and Morgan (1954) and Weyforth (1929), Feierabend 
indicated that the whole song should be sung for a few weeks, while progressively 
assigning students to sway or move, but not to sing along. Feierabend also noted that the 
songs at this level are rather simple and not hard to learn, which could be why the songs 
are taught with either a whole song or phrase-by-phrase approach. This information 
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supported the idea that the type of approach depends upon the song, which was the 
conclusion of the study by Gault (2002) and which he reiterated in his chapter in 
Teaching General Music Methods: Approaches, Issues, and Viewpoints (2016). 
Finally, in the third-grade curriculum book GAMEPLAN for teaching elementary 
music, the authors provided brief steps throughout the book for poem or song teaching 
(Kriske & DeLelles, 2007). In the directions for various songs and poems, the teacher 
was directed to echo teach the song or poem one phrase or measure at a time. The authors 
recommended a phrase-by-phrase approach but did not provide teachers with exact step-
by-step directions (Kriske & DeLelles, 2007). Most of the book focused upon activities to 
do with songs or poems, so when the authors referred to teaching a song, there seemed to 
be an assumption that the teacher already knew how to teach a song.  
Dalcroze Eurhythmics. Dalcroze Eurhythmics was introduced into the United 
States music curriculum early in the 1900s (Becknell, 1970). There is, however, little 
recognition of Dalcroze and his ideas for teaching found in examined textbooks before 
the 1970s. Two music teaching textbooks that were examined had dedicated chapters that 
focused upon the teaching philosophy and approach of Dalcroze Eurhythmics (Choksy et 
al., 2001; Juntunen, 2016). Two other books that were examined were written specifically 
for a teacher interested in implementing the practices of Dalcroze Eurhythmics into the 
classroom (Findlay, 1971; Mead, 1994). None of the books provided specific guidelines 
for song teaching but had general suggestions. For example, Juntunen (2016) explained 
the overarching idea for the Dalcroze approach and in a section labeled Practical 
Applications 
was no other reference to how students in a classroom, where the teacher uses the 
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Dalcroze Eurhythmics as a teaching approach, should learn to sing a song. Similarly, 
Choksy et al. (2001), in the chapter dedicated to Dalcroze Eurhythmics, made no 
reference to song teaching. Once again, the philosophies of Dalcroze are explained in a 
section called Lesson Planning, suggesting that teachers are to steps 
song teaching in textbooks, it is difficult to determine how teachers who follow Dalcroze 
Eurhythmics in their classroom teach students songs. 
Two teaching guidebooks directly related to Dalcroze Eurhythmics, by Findlay 
(1971) and Mead (1994), did not provide much more evidence for song teaching 
directions than the previously examined textbooks by Choksy (2001) and Juntunen 
(2016). Findlay (1971) never discussed singing in her book; however, in a chapter titled 
Pitch and Melody it could be implied that students are to listen to songs whole, since 
students were directed to move to them. Once again, no directions were given for song 
teaching. In her book meant for direct application of Dalcroze Eurhythmics in the 
classroom, Mead (1994) provided the most information for song teaching. For example, 
in one activity, students should sing and know a song from memory, which assumes the 
students have already been taught the song (Mead, 1994). For another activity, the author 
suggested teaching the song, and then continued by recommending that one particular 
phrase be isolated, since the phrase is difficult to sing (Mead, 1994).  
Kodály Approach. The overarching foundation of the Kodály approach lies in 
the sequence of the whole curriculum (Choksy, 1999; Choksy et al., 2001; Gault, 2016; 
Houlahan & Tacka, 2008). Singing is a core part of the Kodály curriculum; therefore, 
more attention to song teaching approaches were provided in the textbooks examined for 
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Kodály than was found in textbooks on Dalcroze Eurhythmics. One common theme of 
song teaching approaches between the textbooks, however, was ambiguity, meaning the 
song teaching approach chosen can depend upon the age of student (Houlahan & Tacka, 
2008), the length of the song (Choksy, 1999; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008), and purpose of 
the song or rather that the approach depends upon the song (Gault, 2016; Houlahan & 
Tacka, 2008). 
In a textbook dedicated only to the Kodály method, Choksy (1999) gave several 
examples of songs to be used for teaching a musical concept and how to approach 
teaching them. For example, when introducing dynamics, Choksy suggested the teacher 
sing the song whole for several days before asking questions about the loudness or 
softness of the singing. Later in the chapter, Choksy (1999) expressed the importance of 
children hearing a song whole a few times through before they are asked to sing it. 
Shortly after this suggestion, she proceeded to explain that short songs should be sung 
whole and longer songs should be sung phrase-by-phrase. Choksy later collaborated with 
other authors to write a textbook where they indicated that songs should be taught by 
rote, without any further directions. Later, in another section, it was explained that the 
song should be taught whole-part-whole (Choksy et al., 2001). 
Houlahan and Tacka (2008) recommended singing the song through several times 
before inviting children to sing and provided sample questions to ask about the song, 
such as how many phrases are in the song or questions related to the text of the song. 
Attention to phrases in songs are an important concept that Kodály teachers include in the 
curriculum (Choksy, 1999; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008). Therefore, it is common to echo 
and isolate phrases, even if song teaching is not the goal of a particular lesson. Finally, 
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Houlahan and Tacka (2008) extended the idea that a whole song approach should be for 
short songs and phrase-by-phrase should be for longer songs. In addition, both Houlahan 
and Tacka (2008) and Choksy (1999) agreed that younger students should be taught with 
whole song and older students with a phrase-by-phrase approach. 
The song teaching section in Houlahan and Tacka (2008) was quite extensive and 
provided song teaching steps for a variety of situations and songs. This section of their 
book actually began with suggestions for note teaching of songs (similar to the note 
approach) and then proceeded with scenarios for rote teaching of songs. For example, in 
Houlahan and Tacka (2008) suggested using a whole song approach for younger students 
and a phrase-by-phrase for older students and offered teaching strategies such as using 
motions to songs, teaching call and response, adding visuals and using manipulatives. 
The multiple scenarios of song teaching situations provided by Houlahan and Tacka 
(2008) is also supported by Gault (2016) when he discussed Kodály teaching in general. 
Although Gault (2016) did not provide specific steps to song teaching, the information he 
did provide, however, could be implied as one of the two approaches as he explained that 
emphasis should be placed on the specific needs of the student, teacher, song, and 
situation.  
Orff Schulwerk. Orff Schulwerk is the name associated with the approach to 
music teaching based on the philosophies and principles of Carl Orff, including work 
with Gunild Keetman which includes movement and creativity (Beegle & Bond, 2016). 
Most often, the term process is also included when describing Orff Schulwerk 
accompanied by the principal ideas of simple to complex or part to whole (Beegle & 
Bond, 2016; Choksy et al., 2001; Keetman, 1974) Authors also used these ideas and 
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terms when referring to song teaching approaches (Beegle & Bond, 2016; Choksy et al., 
2001). 
Beegle and Bond (2016) offered only one brief sample lesson plan in their chapter 
on Orff Schulwerk. The authors gave a one sentence direction on teaching the song 
Beegle & Bond, 
2016, p. 26). One could infer from this direction that a phrase-by-phrase approach to song 
teaching should be used, or perhaps the choice of a song teaching approach is left up to 
the teacher.  
Choksy et al. (2001) and Keetman (1974) provided clear directions and 
suggestions for song teaching. In a short series of lesson examples, Choksy et al. (2001) 
provided the steps to teach a chant or poem and expanded on the idea of imitation 
provided by Be -by-
next lessons referred to songs, suggesting that transferring the steps to a song is assumed. 
Keetman (
 (1974) used the word 
can, which could imply that this suggestion is optional.  
Music Learning Theory. Although Music Learning Theory was never intended 
to be an approach to music teaching, the framework it provides for teachers does make it 
worth mentioning in reference to song teaching approaches (Taggart, 2016). Edwin 
Gordon, the creator of the theory, provides teachers with a sequence of music learning 
that is best for student success; therefore, actual planning and presentation is left up to the 
teacher (Gordon, 2012; Taggart, 2016). There are suggestions and presentations of songs 
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and activities found in the resources examined that seem to be directly related to song 
teaching approaches (Gordon, 2012; Taggart, 2016; Waddell, 1989). 
Waddell (1989), wrote a chapter in a book about Music Learning Theory titled 
Teaching a Rote Song and expressed the importance of rote 
Teachers who subscribe to Music Learning 
Theory use songs to build a foundation for students to draw from during the learning 
process. Therefore, Waddell (1989) stressed that songs should be sung several times, 
whole and never in parts. Another component to song teaching is to remove the text and 
sing on neutral syllables. Even with removing the syllables for song teaching, Waddell 
(1989) encouraged keeping the song whole, which are all part of Music Learning Theory 
provided by Edwin Gordon (2012). The chapter ends with suggested musical tasks for the 
children to do during the repetitions of the whole song; for example, changing the 
physical surroundings by turning off lights or adding movements (Waddell, 1989).  
Summary  
It is clear from the literature reviewed that song teaching may use two types of 
rote approaches: a phrase-by-phrase approach or a holistic approach (Beegle & Bond, 
2016; Beer & Hoffman, 1982; Bennett, 2016; Choksy, 1999; Choksy, et al, 2001; 
Feierabend, 2006; Findlay, 1971; Gault, 2002, 2016; Glenn et.al, 1936; Houlahan & 
Tacka, 2008; Juntunen, 2016; Keetman, 1974; Kriske & DeLelles, 2007; Mark & Gary, 
2007; Mead, 1994; Morgan & Morgan, 1954; Newman, 1995; Phillips, 1992; Siemer, 
2010; Taggart, 2016; Waddell, 1989; Weyforth, 1929). Most authors agreed that a 
combination of the approaches is recommended for song teaching and that the approach 
used depends on the student achievement (e.g. if singing the song whole does not result 
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in successful student singing, try phrase-by-phrase) and/or the song itself (e.g. the length 
or musical elements included in the song) (Bennett, 2016; Choksy, 1999; Choksy et al, 
2001; Gault, 2002, 2016; Glenn, et.al, 1936; Morgan & Morgan, 1954; Phillips, 1992; 
Weyforth, 1929). The information about the two song teaching approaches were fairly 
consistent throughout the past three hundred years and generally provided the following 
steps:  
Phrase-by-Phrase Approach. 
1. Teacher sings whole song, students listen 
2. Teacher sings phrase 1, students echo phrase 1 
3. Teacher sings phrase 2, students echo phrase 2 
4. Teacher sings phrase 3, students echo phrase 3 
5. Teacher sings phrase 4, students echo phrase 4 
6. Teacher sings phrases 1 and 2, students echo phrases 1 and 2 
7. Teacher sings phrases 3 and 4, students echo phrases 3 and 4 
8. Teacher sings whole song while students mouth or think the words 
9. Students sing whole song 
Holistic Approach. 
1. Teacher sings whole song, students listen 
2. Teacher sings whole song again while assigning a task, students listen 
3. Teacher sings whole song again while assigning a new task, students listen 
4. Teacher sings whole song again while assigning another task, students listen 
5. Teacher invites students to sing along 
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Approaches to Song Teaching in Literature 
Researchers studied two types of approaches to song teaching that were also 
found in textbooks for music teaching in the last century: a phrase-by-phrase approach 
and a holistic approach (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 
1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). This section includes a 
description of the steps used in each study, descriptions of studies that tested song 
teaching approaches that were combined with other song teaching practices (e.g., 
presence and absence of text), and a comparison and contrast of studies that only 
experimented with a phrase-by-phrase approach and a holistic approach. In addition, a 
brief overview is included for studies on song teaching as it related to song recognition 
(Feierabend et al., 1998), students teaching students (Kullenberg & Pramling, 2016), and 
kindergarten teachers and their use of song teaching approaches (Liao & Campbell, 
2016). Finally, measurement tools that were used in research on singing accuracy and 
song teaching are described. 
Steps to the Song Teaching Approaches  
The steps to song teaching approaches, specifically a phrase-by-phrase and a 
holistic approach, vary among the studies that were examined. One similarity between the 
two approaches is that songs are sung in their entirety first. Phrase-by-phrase steps 
indicate the teacher singing the song one time through before breaking apart the phrases 
for echoing, then the teacher sings the whole song again at the end before inviting 
students to sing (Beer & Hoffman, 1982; Choksy, 1999; Choksy et al., 2001; Feierabend, 
2006; Gault, 2002, 2016; Glenn et al., 1936; Kriske & DeLelles, 2007; Morgan & 
Morgan, 1954; Newman, 1995; Phillips, 1992; Weyforth, 1929). Most of the studies 
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indicated that after the teacher sings the song one time, the teacher then breaks down each 
phrase in the following manner (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998, Marshall, 2002, 
Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009):  
1. Teacher sings phrase 1, students echo. 
2. Teacher sings phrase 2, students echo. 
3. Teacher sings phrases 1 and 2, students echo. 
4. Teacher sings phrase 3, students echo. 
5. Teacher sings phrases 4, students echo. 
6. Teacher sings phrase 3 and 4, students echo. 
7. Teacher sings entire song, students echo. 
8. Students sing entire song without teacher. 
There were minor differences to the steps for a holistic approach between studies 
(Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & 
Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). For the most part, the teacher sings the song in its 
entirety with or without text-related questions the first time through. The teacher then 
sings the song a second and third time alone with text-related questions to help focus the 
attention of the students. On the fourth time through, the teacher invites students to sing 
only on parts they know. Finally, students are asked to sing with and then without the 
teacher. Only one study (Sorrells, 2006) modified the steps: the teacher did not sing the 
whole song either before or after the phrase echoing. 
Presence and Absence of Text 
Research involving the presence or absence of text in song teaching is also 
abundant (Feierabend et al., 1998; Gault, 2002; Levinowitz, 1989; Marshall, 2002; 
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Mizener, 2004). In several studies, researchers focused only on the presence or absence 
of text (Feierabend et al., 1998; Levinowitz, 1989; Mizener, 2004). Two studies, 
however, investigated the presence or absence of text in tandem with either a phrase-by-
phrase or a holistic approach (Gault, 2002; Marshall, 2002). 
Levinowitz (1989) compared the singing capability of 35 preschool children 
singing songs with and without text. The students were divided into two separate classes 
-
-singing was used
half of the songs were taught with text and the other half of the songs without text 
throughout the five weeks of the study. The results of the comparison of tonal and 
rhythmic achievement indicated that there were no statistical differences in rhythmic 
achievement whether text was used or not. The tonal achievement results however, had 
statistically significant difference (t =  3.43. p < .01) in favor of singing without text. 
Thus, singing a song without text seemed to help with melodic accuracy, but it did not 
matter either way for rhythmic accuracy.  
Mizener (2004) was interested in seeing how the presence or absence of text 
affected singing accuracy. She used a phrase-by-phrase approach to teach two folk songs 
to two groups of college students: music education majors and nonmusic education 
majors. The two songs presented were Tideo and Jubilee and were chosen because of 
their similar structures and vocal range. One group was presented Tideo with text and 
Jubilee without text, and the inverse occurred for the other group. Within one week of 
learning the song, students were recorded singing each one. The examiner sang a starting 
pitch and gave a tempo and students were able to look at the text for the song that was 
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learned with text. Singing accuracy was based on pitch, rhythm, contour, and tonality. 
Results indicated that the absence of text for Tideo produced higher song learning 
accuracy results, whereas the results for Jubilee were not significant. 
 Feierabend et al. (1998) investigated the presence and absence of text in song 
recognition, as opposed to achievement or accuracy, among preschool children. Parents 
were instructed to play a 15-minute music recording that contained eight songs over a 
four-week period for an average of about 15 times total. They were to show a 
corresponding picture card that accompanied each song so that the children could connect 
a visual anchor with the song. Preschool students were assigned to one of three groups. 
Group A heard the songs twice each time with text; group B heard the songs twice each, 
first with text and then without text; and group C heard the song twice, both times 
without text. Results indicated that participants recognized songs more easily when they 
heard the songs with text each time. It should be noted, however, that the results of the 
study by Feierabend and colleagues (1998) indicated that recognition, not song learning, 
was more accurate with text.  
 Two studies examined both the effects of a phrase-by-phrase approach or a 
holistic approach and the presence or absence of text on singing accuracy (Gault, 2002; 
Marshall, 2002). Both studies had similar designs involving text and which rote approach 
could be most effective for singing accuracy; however, several differences between the 
two studies are worth noting. The study by Gault (2002) was multifaceted and tested 
three aspects of song performance accuracy: rote approach (holistic or phrase-by-phrase), 
text or no text, and developmental music aptitude. The participants were kindergarteners 
and first graders (N = 112) in a suburban, middle class public school, and were 
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predominantly Caucasian. Marshall (2002) investigated the effects of text or no text and 
the type of rote approach used (holistic, phrase-by-phrase, and a different type called 
rote-
graders (N = 110), from both a low socioeconomic urban school and an upper 
socioeconomic suburban school.  
 Both studies utilized music aptitude tests created by Edwin Gordon (Gault, 2002; 
Marshall, 2002). Since the age of the participants was different in both studies, each 
study used the age-appropriate test. Gault used the Primary Measures of Music Audiation 
(PMMA) and Marshall used the Intermediate Measures of Music Audiation (IMMA). 
However, the reasons for using the audiation tests were different between the studies. 
Gault (2002) used the data from the PMMA in his results to determine if music aptitude 
made a difference in song performance accuracy through the type of rote approach used 
and the absence or presence of text. Marshall (2002), however, used the data from the 
PMMA the PMMA was 
administered before the treatment ), the test was not scored until 
after the treatment, in order to avoid biased instruction, which could lead to a Type I 
error.  
 Song choice was different between the two studies, likely due to the age of the 
participants (Gault, 2002; Marshall 2002). Gault (2002) used the same two songs that 
were used in a study by Klinger et al. (1998): Let Us Chase the Squirrel and All Around 
the Buttercup
Sailing Out to Sea and in Dorian mode with an appropriate range for third grade (C2-D3). 
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A neutral syllable was used in both studies instead of text for the treatment with the 
absence of text. 
 Finally, the design of both studies by Gault (2002) and Marshall (2002) used four 
treatment groups each. G
study (2002, p. 57): 
 
The condition for each group was equally distributed, testing both the holistic and the 
phrase-by-phrase approach as well as learning with and without text for each song. It is 
only two approaches to song teaching were used and each approach tested text and no 
text. The treatment design in the study by Marshall (2002), however, was not as easy to 
compare to other similar studies. For example, the treatment for group 1 was holistic with 
text, group 2 was phrase-by-phrase with text, group 3 was phrase by phrase without text, 
and group 4 was rote-song without text. Group 2 and group 3 were an equal comparison 
of phrase-by-phrase with and without text. Group 1 and group 4 both had similar holistic 
approaches with opposite text inclusions; therefore, a comparison of these two groups is 
not an equal comparison.  
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 Marshall (2002) reported that there were no statistically significant differences in 
singing accuracy due to the type of song teaching approach and there was no significant 
difference between the presence or absence of text for song teaching. Although none of 
the results in the study by Gault (2002) were found statistically significant, the results are 
still worth discussion. One result was positive singing accuracy for one particular 
approach on a song: it was the opposite for the other approach and the other song. Gault 
(2002) simply reported that teaching a song with or without text and the type of song 
teaching approach used depends upon the song being taught. 
Phrase-by-Phrase and Holistic  
Various researchers have investigated two types of approaches to song teaching: 
phrase-by-phrase and holistic (Klinger et al., 1998; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & 
Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). The research in three studies focused upon which 
approach was most effective for singing accuracy with elementary-age students (Klinger 
et al., 1998; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). In two studies, Mizener (1998, 
2003) investigated the effect of singing accuracy based upon the approach used (phrase-
by-phrase or holistic), on three different grade levels (elementary, middle, and college), 
including the  
Persellin and Bateman (2009) clearly indicated that they modified the study by 
Klinger et al. (1998), so the designs of both studies were similar. Sorrells (2006) also 
modeled her design on Klinger et al. (1998), but made changes, that, after examination, 
could be the reason why the results were quite different from both studies by Klinger et 
al. (1998) and Persellin and Bateman (2009). Sorrells added one more component to the 
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intersect with the results of the data for singing; therefore, it is still appropriate to discuss 
and compare the results with other phrase-by-phrase versus holistic studies.  
Klinger et al. (1998) used Let Us Chase the Squirrel and All Around the Buttercup 
in their study because the songs contained only four pitches of the pentatonic scale (1, 2, 
3, and 5), avoided minor seconds, and had a phrase form of ABAC. In the study by 
Persellin and Bateman (2009), the researchers used two different songs than Klinger et al. 
(1998) because they wanted songs that spanned the full pentatonic scale range (1, 2, 3, 5, 
and 6), started on tonic, and had the form ABAC. The songs for their study were, Great 
Big House in New Orleans and An additional reason Persellin and 
Bateman chose different songs than Klinger et al. was the difference in the age of their 
participants; they wanted to ensure age-appropriate song choices. Age of participants was 
also a consideration for the song choices in the study by Sorrells (2006).  
Sorrells (2006) included two different grade levels in her study; therefore, four 
different songs were used, two for second grade and two for fifth grade. Sorrells (2006) 
used Let Us Chase the Squirrel for second grade, like Klinger et al. (1998), but used 
instead of All Around the Buttercup. Curiously, the 
two songs used for each grade are quite different from each other. 
My Window is twice as long (32 beats) as Let Us Chase the Squirrel, and both have 
different forms, although the authors indicated they are similar in form (ABAB and 
ABAC, respectively). Ida Red and Grandma Grunts were the songs chosen for fifth 
grade, and the author indicates that the songs were not the same length (32 beats versus 
16 beats) but have the same range and contour.  
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All three studies used the same experimental format: two classes, two songs, and 
opposite song teaching approaches for each song (Klinger et al., 1998; Persellin & 
-by-
phrase and 
-by-phrase. One author asserted that this 
counterbalance method could account for differences between songs and choice of rote 
approach (Sorrells, 2006).  
The results were similar for both Klinger et al. (1998) and Persellin and Bateman 
(2009); singing accuracy was better using the holistic approach, but there was not a 
statistically significant difference. Klinger et al. (1998) made the point that students 
learned the song with either approach equally well. Sorrells (2006) had different results
the holistic approach had statistically significant results in better singing accuracy. Since 
Sorrell s (2006) study was the only one that produced statistically significant results, it is 
fitting to discuss several aspects of her study that could account for the statistically 
significant differences. First, the song choices for each grade level were not evenly 
compared, and although counterbalancing was implemented, it is still not comparable 
when the songs used are so different. Second, the steps for teaching phrase-by-phrase left 
out at least one time singing the song through whole before breaking it down into smaller 
parts. Singing the whole song at least one time through was included in all of the other 
research studies about phrase-by-phrase teaching (whole-part-whole). Sorrell s (2006) 
study is the only one that omits the singing of the song all the way through for phrase-by-
phrase, which raises questions about the validity of her study. Finally, Sorrells (2006) 
explained that in her study that the students in the experiment were accustomed to 
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learning songs with the holistic approach, which could indicate a bias in the study sample 
related to how they learned songs.  
Mizener (1998) investigated singing accuracy using a phrase-by-phrase approach 
versus a holistic approach and how they relate to grade level. Students in fourth grade, 
middle school, and college were used for the study, which tested singing accuracy in 
terms of pitch, rhythm, contour, and tonality. The two songs used in this study were A 
Fox Went Out on a Starry Night and The steps for the 
phrase-by-phrase and holistic approaches were similar to those in previous studies 
reviewed, with the exception of the text shown during both approaches. Participants were 
recorded singing the song immediately after the song was taught and results indicated 
that there was no significant difference between the phrase-by-phrase and holistic 
approach in singing accuracy. Rhythmic accuracy, however, reported statistically 
significantly results which favored the phrase-by-phrase approach (t (46) = -2.38, p < 
.02). 
In the other study performed by Mizener (2003), singing accuracy using a phrase-
by-phase versus a holistic approach and how they relate to musical experience was 
investigated (e.g. music major versus nonmusic major). The students in the study (N = 
73) were both music majors and nonmusic majors enrolled in a piano methods class. The 
two songs used in this study were Tideo and Jubilee. The presentation of the songs using 
both a phrase-by-phrase and holistic approach was, once again, similar to previous 
studies, including the addition of showing text. The results indicated that there was no 
statistically significant difference in the singing accuracy and the approach used.  
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Other Song Teaching-Related Literature  
In this final section, a brief overview is included for studies on song teaching as it 
related to song recognition (Feierabend et al., 1998), students teaching students 
(Kullenberg & Pramling, 2016), and kindergarten teachers and their use of song teaching 
approaches (Liao & Campbell, 2016). Feierabend et al. (1998) researched song 
recognition among preschoolers. Although specific focus was not on the presentation of 
the song, an approach similar to the holistic approach could be implied. The children 
listened to the whole song for a set number of times over a set number of weeks. The 
song was not presented for recall, but rather for recognition, so echoing after each phrase 
or even asking to sing the song was not necessary. This particular study was discussed in 
detail in the section about text versus no text, but nonetheless should be noted for its 
holistic approach to song recognition.  
In a recent study on the comparison of how two different countries teach songs, 
Liao and Campbell (2016) investigated the differing methods kindergarten teachers used 
in the United States and Taiwan. In this study, teachers were nonmusic teachers and 
encompassed a variety of musical backgrounds, such as teaching experience as well as 
musical experience. Similar songs were used in both countries and the results in regard to 
which approach to song acquisition was used were telling. The holistic approach was 
used by 92% of the teachers. The authors, however, report that the holistic approach was 
used for familiar songs, but the phrase-by-phrase approach was used for new songs. Two 
-
pictures or words for children to follow along with the song.  
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 Another recent study focused on children as the music teachers and researchers 
found interesting results on how children learn and know songs (Kullenberg & Pramling, 
2016). Researchers in this study investigated two pairs of children teaching each other a 
song of their own choosing. Attention was given to the difference between learning and 
knowing songs with the explanation that visuals or tools are needed for learning, while 
knowing is from memory. The transcripts of the children teaching each other offered an 
account similar to the phrase-by-phrase approach. This qualitative study had a small 
sample size of only four students, but it is the only study in this review that examined 
 
Finally, a different approach, not previously mentioned but similar to the holistic 
approach, was used by Marshall (2002). In addition to using a phrase-by-phrase approach 
and a holistic approach in his study, Marshall used a third approach inspired by Edwin 
-  (p. 105). This 
method is similar to the holistic approach, except students were asked to do several tasks 
each time the teacher sings the song alone. For example, students moved with the 
microbeat the first time through the song, moved with the macrobeat the second time 
through, and then moved with both the microbeat and the macrobeat together the third 
time through. On the fourth time through the song, students sang a resting tone at various 
points, and then the fifth time, students audiate the song before singing it in its entirety. 
Another principal difference between rote-
approach used in other studies is the presence or absence of text. The holistic approach 
used questions about the text of the song to help focus the attention of the students; since 
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the rote-song method was appropriate to use, since it did not used text.  
Singing Accuracy and Measurement Tools  
Researchers used two 
singing: accuracy and achievement (Brophy, 1997; Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; 
Marshall, 2002; Mathias, 1997; Mizener, 1998, 2003, 2004; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; 
Rutkowski & Miller, 2003; Sorrells, 2006; Steenwyk, 2004; Veenker, 1998). In addition, 
researchers used a wide variety of assessment/measurement tools to test for singing 
accuracy or achievement. This section will describe the measurement tools used and the 
similarities and differences between the studies, as well as their validity and reliability. 
Finally, a brief synopsis of what was discovered and how it is related to accuracy of song 
replication as it is defined in the elementary music classroom is discussed.  
Accuracy or Achievement. The definitions of accuracy and achievement are 
quite different, and they are defined as follows: 
Accuracy  exactly correct (Goldman, 2000); the condition or quality of being 
true and correct (Merriam-Webster, 2020a).  
Achievement  to accomplish or get by effort (Goldman, 2000); something 
accomplished, special effort (Merriam-Webster, 2020b).  
One may consider accuracy to be what one needs to accomplish in order to achieve the 
end goal.  
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Measurement Tools. An achievement test is a type of cognitive test for 
measuring  
to measurement tools used in the reviewed literature on song teaching, one could say that 
passing the achievement test would be comparable to achieving the goal of singing the 
song accurately. The actual tool used to assess and score, or determine if achievement has 
been accomplished, will contain several criteria for accuracy of pitch, rhythm, contour, or 
text (Brophy, 1997; Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mathias, 1997; 
Mizener, 1998, 2003, 2004; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Rutkowski & Miller, 2003; 
Sorrells, 2006; Steenwyk, 2004; Veenker, 1998). In some of the studies that were 
reviewed, researchers considered only pitch matching for singing accuracy, while most 
others combined pitch, rhythm, contour and text as criteria for singing accuracy.  
 Pitch Accuracy. Several researchers focused only on achieving pitch matching 
accuracy of a phrase or short tonal patterns, rather than on the pitch matching accuracy of 
singing a full song (Brophy, 1997; Mathias, 1997; Rutkowski & Miller, 2003; Steenwyk, 
2004). The purpose of each study varied and tested the ability to develop a singing voice 
in a general music classroom over time (Rutkowski & Miller, 2003), the practicality and 
accuracy of measuring singing accuracy using typical classroom songs (Brophy, 1997; 
Steenwyk, 2004), and transferring the term matching  from physical objects to pitch 
matching  in reference to singing (Mathias, 1997).  
The measurement tool in two studies was the Singing Voice Development 
Measure (SVDM) (Rutkowski & Miller, 2003; Steenwyk, 2004). This measurement tool 
was developed b
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singing voices, specifically the ability to match pitch in short phrases. The measurement 
tool rates children on a 5-point scale from a speaking voice to a true singing voice with 
an appropriate range. The SVDM focuses only on the singing voice and was also used in 
the study by Steenwyk (2004) who investigated the reliability of scoring children while 
they were solo singing within a classroom song/game. Steenwyk then compared the score 
from the SVDM song to the score given to the solo singer during the classroom 
song/game. Rutkowski and Miller (2003) used the SVDM over the course of five years 
and administered the test to the same students at the beginning and the end of first grade, 
third grade and fifth grade. Both Steenwyk (2004) and Rutkowski and Miller (2003) only 
tested singing ability in the context of matching short phrases and not in the context of 
singing a whole song that was taught. 
 Brophy (1997) tested whether a teacher could assess singing accuracy of a short 
melodic phrase during a song or singing song/game in the classroom. The measurement 
tool was a + or  indicator that the teacher marked for the accuracy of singing a short 
phrase in singing games. The researcher discovered that if the teacher knew the students 
well and could quickly determine that the students did in fact sing accurately, then a 
quick in-class assessment could be used. It was noted the teacher really only gave the + 
or - for the correct interval and pitch level and that the teacher did not have enough time 
to assess accurate text, melody, or whether or not the students started or stopped 
correctly.  
In a study by Mathias (1997), the measurement tool was a 7-point scale that 
ch a short phrase. The researcher focused on 
students who were labeled as uncertain singers, or rather, students who had trouble 
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matching pitch. The experiment investigated whether there was confusion in regard to the 
word matching and included matching games with objects and then matching song 
phrases. Once again, this study only tested short phrases of singing accuracy and pitch 
matching.  
 Multiple Indicators of Singing Accuracy. Several researchers created rubrics that 
included a combination of accurate pitch, rhythm, contour, and text to measure singing 
accuracy within the context of learning a whole song (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; 
Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003, 2004; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006; 
Veenker, 1998). All studies reviewed tested the most effective approach to song teaching 
(holistic versus phrase-by-phrase), which was revealed in the achievement of singing the 
song accurately.  
 Both Gault (2002) and Marshall (2002) used a Likert-type scale and scored 
rhythm and melody separately for the whole song, rather than assigning individual points 
per measure or phrase for melody and rhythm. Broad statements were used for each point 
g a majority of pitches 
(2002) in his 7-point Likert-type scale for his study.  
 Persellin and Bateman (2009) assigned points for each phrase that had accurate 
text, pitch, rhythm, and melodic contour. Other studies were more specific and gave 
points for each pitch, rhythm, text and melodic contour for the whole song, resulting in a 
variety of total points per song depending on the amount of notes and rhythms per song 
(Klinger et al., 1998; Mizener, 1998, 2003, 2004; Sorrells, 2006). In addition to one point 
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per pitch and rhythm that was correct, Veenker (1998) also assigned one point per 
syllable if each word of the text that was correct. This decision by Veenker resulted in 
students receiving more than one point if a multiple syllable word was correct, rather than 
one point per word.  
Accuracy of Song Replication. The literature reviewed fell into two main 
categories concerning measurement tools for assessment: singing accuracy of short 
phrases (Brophy, 1997; Mathias, 1997; Rutkowski & Miller, 2003; Steenwyk, 2004) and 
singing accuracy of whole songs (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; 
Mizener, 1998, 2003, 2004; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006; Veenker, 1998). 
Brophy (1997) and Steenwyk (2004) were concerned with whether teachers could indeed 
check for singing accuracy, specifically pitch matching, in a quick classroom activity. 
Singing a whole song in an elementary classroom is also a typical activity, but the overall 
intent is quite different than testing for pitch matching of short phrases. It could be argued 
that the actual goal when one is teaching a whole song in a classroom is simply for song 
replication, where the student can replicate most of the song without focus on exact pitch 
matching. 
 Brophy (1997) discussed how one music teacher in an elementary school may 
have a vast number of students in each class and noted that it is a rather difficult task 
assessing a large number of students. Therefore, assessing for actual pitch matching for 
every student in every music class is not practical. There are times in elementary music 
class when teaching a song may just be for replication purposes, to use perhaps with 
instruments or movement. Although the studies that tested for whole song accuracy tested 
for pitch, rhythm, contour and text, the principal goal was not the vocal development 
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and/or pitch matching accuracy of the students but rather testing their ability to replicate 
the song as accurately as possible.  
Summary 
Researchers who studied and experimented with two types of song teaching 
approaches (phrase-by-phrase and holistic) are abundant (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 
1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). 
Results were not statistically significant results in favor of one approach over the other 
for singing accuracy. A closer look at the studies revealed facts about the types of songs 
implemented as well as the types of analyses used for the results that are influential and 
are the topics of other sections in this review of literature.  
Types of Songs Used in Song Teaching 
 When teaching songs to children, there are many genres of music to choose songs 
from, such as folk, jazz, popular, opera, or classical. In this section, I provide a 
description of characteristics of songs for children, with special attention to phrase 
structure, and conclude with an analysis of the types of songs used in literature that 
focused upon song teaching approaches.  
Text Meaning/Content  
Since the 1920s, textbooks about music teaching collectively specify that folk 
songs should be used in the elementary classroom (Beegle & Bond, 2016; Choksy et al., 
2001; Gault, 2016; Gibson, 1929; Glenn et al, 1936; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008; Morgan & 
Morgan, 1954; Newman, 1995). The definition of the word folk means people or of the 
common people (Goldman, 2000). A very simple definition of folk song is: song passed 
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on by people. This definition of folk song is supported by suggestions in textbooks that 
teachers should teach songs that have special meaning to children, or rather of children. 
s  
Kodály and Orff, in their approaches to music teaching, also denoted the 
importance of finding folk song material. In fact, the foundation of the Kodály approach 
to the students s musical elements 
(Choksy, 2001). Houlahan and Tacka (2008), in their Kodály textbook, also suggested 
including folk songs that are of interest to children, among other qualities that are 
discussed later. When Carl Orff wrote his philosophy for teaching music to children, he 
also stressed the importance of folk material that was important to children and included 
examples of folk songs in his Music for Children Volumes (Beegle & Bond, 2016).  
Pitch, Range, and Rhythm 
It is clear then, that the content, or perhaps the meaning of the text, should be 
centered upon the interest of the child, but what about other musical elements (Beegle & 
Bond, 2016; Choksy et al., 2001; Gibson, 1929; Glenn et al., 1936)? Authors of textbooks 
about teaching children music suggested that in addition to the text of the song (content), 
pitch and/or intervals, pitch ranges and rhythms should be considered when choosing a 
song to teach children (Choksy, 1999; Gibson, 1929; Glenn et al, 1936; Houlahan & 
Tacka, 2008; Morgan & Morgan, 1954). An investigation of songbooks for children also 
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supported that suggestion (Crawford Seeger, 2002; Erdei, 1974; Johnston, 1984; Locke, 
1988). 
The Kodály approach, known for using songs as its curricular foundation, has 
associated with it a rather comprehensive system for organizing folk songs (Choksy, 
1999; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008). Both of the textbooks that were examined included 
suggestions for organizing songs according to pitch range, meter, tone sets, intervals, and 
rhythms (Choksy, 1999; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008). Analyzing folk songs for their use is 
an important part of any Kodály 1). Teachers 
using the Kodály approach use an organized system to assist in teaching various musical 
elements (Choksy et al., 2001). For example, songs may be on more than one list and will 
also be rated according to which musical element the song is best suited for teaching.  
 Before the introduction of Kodály philosophy into the United States music 
curriculum, other guidelines in various textbooks informed the music teacher of what 
musical elements to look for in a folk song (Choksy, 1999; Gibson, 1929; Glenn et al, 
1936; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008; Morgan & Morgan, 1954). Gibson (1929) briefly stated 
that the rhythm and intervals should be simple, and the song should be in a range from E4 
to E5. Glenn et al. (1936) was just as vague as Gibson (1929) and only indicated that the 
(p. 2). Both books are very general with their song requirements, especially compared to 
the details of Kodály textbook suggestions.  
Morgan and Morgan (1954) provided even more general suggestions, with very 
few specifics for musical elements. They referred to songs in categories of art, 
observation, and type or pattern song. An art song is the most similar to the definition of 
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a folk song: it should be of interest to the child, it should relate to the child, and it is 
usually only sung for enjoyment. An observation song is still taught by rote, similar to 
art, but the children look at the notation. Morgan and Morgan (1954) recommended that 
children should not be reading the notes or text of observation songs; rather, they just 
should follow the line of music from left to right. In addition, the observation song should 
contain simple rhythms and melodies. The third category of songs that Morgan and 
Morgan (1954) recommended was type or pattern song. These songs are chosen to aid in 
learning musical elements later on. Morgan and Morgan (1954) explain that type or 
pattern songs should be short and simple like the observation song, but include a pattern 
for music teachings (skips, octave jumps, or tonal patterns). 
Books that are published as songbooks for music teachers to use with children are 
in line with what has been recommended so far: short and simple melodies, simple 
rhythms, smaller intervals, shorter pitch ranges for children and content that is interesting 
to children (Crawford Seeger, 2002; Erdei, 1974; Johnston, 1984; Locke, 1988). It should 
be noted that all four of these songbooks include the words folk song  in their titles. 
Since these songbooks are resource guides for teachers, each book includes indices that 
place each song into one or more categories, similar to the one that teachers using the 
Kodály approach use (Houlahan & Tacka, 2008). For example, categories include tone 
sets, subject matter, pitch range, meter, mode/key, and rhythm sets (Crawford Seeger, 
2002; Erdei, 1974; Johnston, 1984; Locke, 1988). Johnston (1984) is the only book, 
however, to include an index that classifies the songs into form, or phrase structure. In the 
music teaching textbooks reviewed, phrase structure was only briefly mentioned and only 
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to ensure that the song was simple (Choksy, 1999; Gibson, 1929; Glenn et al., 1936; 
Houlahan & Tacka, 2008; Morgan & Morgan, 1954).  
Phrase Structure  
A simple form, or phrase structure, as indicated by the textbooks that were 
reviewed, might include songs that have repeated phrases, and are four phrases long 
(Choksy, 1999; Gibson, 1929; Glenn et al., 1936; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008; Morgan & 
Morgan, 1954). Campbell (1991), in an investigation of the appropriateness of songs for 
children, raised some interesting points, including recommendations for phrase structure. 
Campbell (1991) expressed her concern for using the songs in the books she reviewed 
because of pitch ranges which were too large, the subject matter of texts not being 
appropriate, the overuse of half steps, and the use of complex rhythms in the textbooks 
she reviewed. In addition, she discussed the repetition in phrase structure (form) that is 
characteristic of folk songs. While pointing out that folk songs are known for repetition in 
their phrase structure, the other complicated characteristics that she discovered, such as 
pitch range, intervals, and text, made certain songs difficult to learn (Campbell, 1991).  
Although Campbell (1991) indicated that folk songs have repeated phrase 
structures, a repeated phrase structure is not found in all folk songs. A closer look at the 
index designated for form in the songbook by Johnston (1984) revealed that more than 
20% of the songs in this book do not have a repeated phrase, making them a through-
composed song with a phrase structure of ABCD. It is unclear from textbooks if songs 
that do not include a repeated phrase are considered simple (Choksy, 1999; Gibson, 1929; 
Glenn et al, 1936; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008; Morgan & Morgan, 1954). In a pilot study I 
conducted, (Miller (2019a), two types of songs were used in an experiment testing three 
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types of song teaching approaches (phrase-by-phrase, holistic, and combination). The two 
song types included two different phrase structures ABAC and ABCD. The results 
indicated statistically significant results in favor of the song with a repeated phrase, 
meaning that the song with a repeated phrase was easier for children to learn. In addition, 
I sent a short survey to 19 music teachers and asked them to select songs that they use in 
the classroom. The list included 25 songs that had at least one repeated phrase and 25 
songs that did not (ABCD). Teachers selected the songs with an ABCD phrase structure 
just as many times as songs with a repeated phrase, indicating that songs with an ABCD 
phrase structure are used in the classroom as often as songs with repeated phrases.  
In summary, it has been determined that folk songs are the most recommended 
type of songs to teach in the classroom (Beegle & Bond, 2016; Choksy et al., 2001; 
Gault, 2016; Gibson, 1929; Glenn et al., 1936; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008; Morgan & 
Morgan, 1956; Newman, 1995). Further investigation into folk songs has determined that 
they may include a repeated phrase, but not always (Campbell, 1991; Crawford Seeger, 
2002; Erdei, 1974; Johnston, 1984; Locke, 1988), and that songs with a repeated phrase 
are easier for children to learn and could be considered simple songs (Choksy, 1999; 
Gibson, 1929; Glenn et al., 1936; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008; Miller, 2019a; Morgan & 
Morgan, 1956). 
Song Types Used in Literature  
Researchers who investigated song teaching approaches used folk songs (Gault, 
2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 
2009; Sorrells, 2006). Twelve different folk songs were used in the seven different 
experimental studies on song teaching approaches that were previously discussed, and an 
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analysis uncovers several similarities between them (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; 
Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). The 
number of phrases were similar as shown in Table 2.1, and all but two songs contained 
four phrases. The two songs that did not include four phrases were from the study by 
Mizener (2003), which was the only study to test college students and not elementary age 
students. The phrase structures of the songs were also similar. Half of the songs used the 
phrase structure ABAC and the other six include at least one repeated phrase. None of the 
studies examined used a through-composed song, with a phrase structure of ABCD.  
Table 2.1 Song Comparison of Literature Reviewed 
 
Research Designs 
 Researchers who investigated the effectiveness of song teaching approaches used 
a variety of research designs and manipulated independent variables with the intent of 
generalizing the results for the intended population (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; 
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Marshall, 2002; Mills & Gay, 2019; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; 
Sorrells, 2006). A closer look into the studies reviewed, specifically who was tested, who 
performed each experiment, and the type of analysis used raised concerns about the 
designs and the generalization for proposed populations. 
Randomization  
The independent variable tested in all research studies reviewed was the type of 
song teaching approach (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 
1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). The grade level of the 
participants included kindergarten and first grade (Gault, 2002; Persellin & Bateman, 
2009), second grade (Klinger et al., 1998; Sorrels, 2006), third grade (Marshall, 2002), 
fourth grade (Mizener, 1998), fifth grade (Sorrells, 2006), middle school (Mizener, 
1998), and college students (Mizener, 1998, 2003). Randomizing groups in experimental 
& Gay, 2019, p. 286). Intact classes were used in all of the reviewed literature, meaning 
that true randomization of a sample was not implemented. Mills and Gay (2019), 
however, suggested that randomized assignments be implemented if randomized groups 
cannot be implemented, as is the case with many research studies concerning educational 
research.  
Participant Selection  
Mizener (1998) tested the effects of song teaching approaches with students in 
three stages of schooling: fourth grade, middle school, and college. Students who turned 
in permission slips were tested in fourth grade, middle school students were chosen by a 
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convenience sample, and the college students participated as part of a course requirement. 
Students who participated in the study by Mizener (2003) were also awarded a free 
absence if they participated in the study, and Mizener also included music and nonmusic 
majors in the test.  
Elementary participants were tested in the other studies and the sample was 
limited to one or two schools for each experiment. Gault (2002) tested kindergarten and 
first grade students in one school and randomly selected two intact classes from each 
grade. Similarly, Klinger et al. (1998), Persellin and Bateman (2009), and Sorrells (2006) 
also selected intact classes and each class came from the same school. Last, Marshall 
(2002) selected eight classes from two different schools (urban and suburban), resulting 
in four classes from each school.  
The Initiators  
This section discusses the people who taught the experimental song to the 
participants the initiators. Gault (2002) was the only study that used the regular music 
teacher at the school to teach the experimental songs. 
the researcher, who was also the professor, was the initiator. Marshall (2002) was both 
the researcher and the initiator and went into each school for a total of 10 weeks prior to 
the experiment in order for the students to not only become familiar with the type of song 
teaching approach, but also to become familiar with him as the teacher. The researchers 
in the study by Klinger et al. (1998) went into the class two weeks prior to the experiment 
day in order for the students to become familiar with the one of the researchers who 
taught the song, as well as to listen to and exclude any uncertain singers in the final data 
collected. Persellin and Bateman (2009) and Sorrells (2006) took on the role as both 
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researchers and initiators. Bateman, as one of the two researchers in their study, taught 
the songs to the students, and there was no indication as to whether or not she was the 
regular music teacher at the school or just the researcher. Sorrells (2006) was both the 
researcher and the regular music teacher at her school, therefore she was the initiator in 
her study.  
Analysis  
Some of the literature reviewed that tested the effectiveness of song teaching 
approaches used a parametric test of significance called an analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Persellin & Bateman, 
2009; Sorrells, 2006). The ANOVA is used to determine if there is a significant 
difference in data between two or more groups (Mills & Gay, 2019). This type of testing 
 
results obtained from a sample or samples are the same results that would have been 
there are statistically significant results in favor of one song teaching approach over 
another, one can assume that the approach is indeed more effective when used on other 
children who are part of the same population.  
There is, perhaps, one important factor that this type of research analysis seems to 
neglect: the teacher. While each child may be different and comparisons to children 
within the same demographics may be wise with inferential statistics, what about the 
teacher? As discussed above, each research study either used the researcher or the regular 
music teacher, or both, as the initiator of the experiment song. The mere fact that the 
teachers are different from each other, without consideration of where they teach, is 
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referred to as heteroskedasticity (de Leeuw & Meijer, 2008). That is, each teacher  
educational background, style of teaching, philosophy of teaching and so on, is a 
confounding variable that has been overlooked in previous research. In statistical terms, 
when only one teacher is used to test an experiment on song teaching approaches, similar 
results are likely to occur within the experiment, which violates the assumption of 
independence, an assumption related to the ANOVA testing most reviewed studies used 
(Adelson & Owen, 2012). Furthermore, according to Adelson and Owen (2012), 
reporting statistically significant results in these studies, with the violation of 
independence, results in a Type I error. 
Multilevel analysis is a type of statistical analysis that takes assumptions of 
independence into account (Adelson & Owen, 2012; de Leeuw & Meijer, 2008). Adelson 
and Owen (2012) described an occurrence in psychotherapist research that can be directly 
transferred to music teacher research. They explained that in most research about 
psychotherapists, the researchers m 
only one psychotherapist. Adelson and Owen (2012) make the argument that if several 
different psychotherapists treated different clients using the same strategies, results could 
be more valid, because one is truly testing the strategy, not the psychotherapist. By 
testing the strategy, not the psychotherapist, one finds that the psychotherapist becomes a 
variable that has not been considered in other types of analysis, such as the ANOVA. The 
article by Adelson and Owen (2012) is transferable to music teacher research, specifically 
types of song teaching approaches.  
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Summary  
To summarize, for the studies listed in this section, researchers compared the 
results of the students within each study to each other. The same initiator was used in 
each particular study; therefore, the assumption was that the results would be similar, 
regardless of the approach used. However, each teacher is different from each other, 
including their type of training, their type of philosophy, and even their type of 
personality. Taking these factors into consideration when testing an approach to song 
teaching could provide statistical results that avoid a Type I error and ultimately could be 
used to generalize the results onto the greater music education population.  
Summary 
A review of the history of music education in the United States revealed that a 
rote approach to song teaching has been a prominent part of many discussions, teaching 
methods, and textbooks for over three hundred years. Several researchers have 
investigated song teaching approaches, specifically a phrase-by-phrase approach and a 
holistic approach and found no statistically significant results in favor of one approach 
over the other. It was also shown that the songs used in these studies investigating song 
teaching approaches used only songs that contained at least one repeated phrase. Finally, 
several research studies investigating song teaching approaches looked only at one level 
of data (student level) and did not take into consideration that the years of 
experience, school environment, and the amount of training they have may have affected 
the results of previous studies.  
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Purpose Statement 
 The purpose of this study was to investigate three song teaching approaches 
(phrase-by-phrase, holistic, and combination) using a song with no repeated phases and 
their effect on the singing accuracy of third grade elementary students. In addition, the 
analysis looked at two levels of data: student (level I) and teacher (level II). 
Research Questions 
Does the song teaching approach make a difference in singing accuracy of third grade 
music students immediately after teaching the song? 
 Is the text of a song more accurate when one particular song teaching 
approach is used? 
 Is the rhythm of a song more accurate when one particular song teaching 
approach is used? 
 Is the melody of a song more accurate when one particular song teaching 
approach is used? 
 Is the pitch (beginning and ending pitch) more accurate when one 
particular song teaching approach is used? 
Statement of Hypotheses 
 The following are research hypotheses concerning the variables in the study: 
 H0: There will be no difference in singing accuracy based on the singing approach 
used. 
 H0: There will be no difference in text accuracy based on the singing 
approach used. 
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 H0: There will be no difference in rhythm accuracy based on the singing 
approach used. 
 H0: There will be no difference in melody accuracy based on the singing 
approach used. 
 H0: There will be no difference in pitch accuracy based on the singing 
approach used. 
 H1: There will be a difference in singing accuracy based on the singing approach 
used. 
 H1: There will be a difference in text accuracy based on the singing 
approach used. 
 H1: There will be a difference in rhythm accuracy based on the singing 
approach used. 
 H1: There will be a difference in melody accuracy based on the singing 
approach used. 
 H1: There will be a difference in pitch accuracy based on the singing 
approach used. 
Variables 
 The study will involve one independent variable and one dependent variable 
Independent Variable 
 Type of Song Teaching Approach 
 Phrase-by-phrase (PA) 
 Holistic (HA) 
 Combination (CA) 
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Dependent Variable 
 Singing accuracy same day after song has been taught 
Four areas of scoring will be considered: 
 Accurate text 
 Accurate pitch  
 Accurate rhythm 
 Accurate starting and ending pitch 
 Started on same pitch given 
 Ended in the same key, regardless of beginning on starting pitch 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
Introduction  
The review of literature showed that researchers investigated the type of song 
teaching approach used when teaching songs to children (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 
1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). 
An analysis of the types of songs used in the reviewed literature revealed that songs with 
at least one repeated phrase were used. A review of the research designs used in previous 
research studies on song teaching approaches focused on student data without 
influence on the results. Further investigation into song teaching approaches using a song 
structure without a repeated phrase and analysis using multilevel modeling appears 
warranted. 
 In addition to a phrase-by-phrase approach and a holistic approach, a third 
music teachers, revealed that a phrase-by-phrase and a holistic approach are not the only 
two approaches used in song teaching (Miller, 2019b). Therefore, a research study that 
considers three song teaching approaches (phrase-by-phrase, holistic, and combination), a 
song without a repeated phrase, and ensuring that enough music teachers and their classes 
are available for a multilevel analysis was designed. 
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Participants 
Students  
Participants in this study were third grade elementary students (N=318) from a 
large, diverse school district in the Western United States. Third grade was chosen based 
on several reasons. First, only one of the studies that I examined included third grade as 
participants. Second, third grade is the median grade for elementary school and seemed 
most fitting to use for an experiment with elementary school children. Finally, personal 
experience working with elementary children determined that third grade was the most 
cooperative and enjoyable grade level to use in my experiment. 
Internal Research Board (IRB-55829) approval consent forms were sent home to 
randomly selected, intact, third grade classes in each of 24 different schools in the 
district. Each student was required to complete an appropriate IRB approval form, as well 
as a verbal assent, with copies of both the written and verbal assents provided in 
Appendix A. Of the 24 schools in the study, one withdrew from the study just prior to 
data collection (school # 24). That school was not included in the total numbers. In 
s data were eliminated from the analysis after it was determined 
Therefore, a 
total of 489 forms were sent out to 22 schools and 360 forms were collected. After 
removing students who were absent from the collected forms and those students who 
verbally decided not to participate during the recording process, the total number of 
students tested were N = 318. 
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Schools  
The 22 schools were chosen by a convenience sample but represent various areas 
of the school district, resulting in a diverse representation based upon the demographics. 
Some demographic considerations were total enrollment for the school, percentage of 
English Language Learners, percentage of white student enrollment, and percentage of 
students who qualify for free or reduced lunch. The total enrollment for each school 
ranged from 400 students to over 900 students. Enrollment for 11 of the 22 schools in the 
study included less than 20% white students. In addition, the same 11 schools included 
less than 10% of English Language Learners and 14 schools qualified for 100% free or 
reduced lunch. The minimum class size for the classes that participated in the experiment 
was 18 and the maximum class size was 31 with an average class size of 22. 
Demographics for the schools, according to assigned condition are provided in Tables 
3.1, 3.2, 3.3. 
Table 3.1 School Demographics for Phrase-by-Phrase Approach (PA) 
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Table 3.2 School Demographics for Holistic Approach (HA) 
 
Table 3.3 School Demographics for Combination Approach (CA) 
 
 School #9 was eliminated, and School # 24 withdrew 
Teachers  
The teachers who participated at each school also represented various 
backgrounds in education and teaching experience. The highest degree for seven of the 
number of years teaching music, total number of years teaching elementary music, and 
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the total number of years at their current school. The number of years teaching music 
ranged from 4 years to 45 years, with an average of 16.5 years and a standard deviation 
of 10.34. Sixteen of the teachers have taught only elementary music for their career. In 
addition, teachers provided the types of additional training or certification that they have 
earned, with all 22 teachers having at least one level of Orff-Schulwerk training (two 
teachers have earned level I, two teachers have earned level II, and 18 teachers have 
earned level III). The demographics for all 22 teachers are provided in Table 3.4. 
Table 3.4 Teacher Demographics 
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Research Design 
The research design used multilevel modeling with data gathered from the 
students (level I) and teachers (level II) (Adelson & Owen, 2012; de Leeuw & Meijer, 
2008). The independent variable tested is the type of song teaching approach, with three 
levels of the variable: phrase-by-phrase approach (PA), holistic approach (HA), and 
combination approach (CA). Each of the steps required for each approach, or the script 
provided to the teachers, is described in detail in Appendix B.  
Independent Variable  
Researchers investigated two types of song teaching approaches in experimental 
research: phrase-by-phrase and holistic (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 
2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). Both of these 
approaches were used in this study and were modeled after the steps used in previous 
research.  
Phrase-by-phrase Approach (PA). A phrase-by-phrase approach (PA) in 
previous research denoted the teacher sing the song one time through in its entirety, and 
then having the students echo each phrase back to the teacher, then echoing two phrases 
at a time. The teacher would then sing the song again in its entirety before inviting the 
students to sing along (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 
2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009). 
Holistic Approach (HA). The steps for the holistic approach (HA) denoted the 
teacher sing the song in its entirety with or without text-related questions the first time 
through. The teacher then sings the song a second and third time alone with text-related 
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questions to help focus the attention of the students. On the fourth time through, the 
teacher invites students to sing along only on parts they know. Finally, students are asked 
to sing with and then without the teacher. 
Combination Approach (CA). A combination approach (CA) based on the 
resear
approach has the teacher singing the song whole three times through before having 
students echo by single phrase and then double phrases. Finally, the teacher sings the 
entire song one more time before inviting students to sing the song alone. To support 
including this third approach, a short survey was sent to current music teachers. The 
results of the survey revealed that both a phrase-by-phrase approach and a holistic 
approach found in the literature were mutually exclusive approaches used in song 
teaching (Miller, 2019b). Therefore, a combination approach was used in this study that 
combined the repetition of the whole song three times, similar to the holistic approach, 
and then broke down the song by phrase, similar to the phrase-by-phrase approach. 
Randomization  
The class tested at each of the 22 schools was randomly selected based on a 
number of variables: the day and time the teacher taught third grade music, where the 
school was located in a rather large school district, and if the school had a flexible 
schedule. These particular variables for the random selection of each classroom was a 
solution and replacement of a typical randomization procedure. No information about the 
classes was provided to the researcher, such as behavior or learning ability, and the 
researcher had no additional information about the class except for the time of the music 
class and the location of the school in the district. After the class at each school was 
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selected, the teacher confirmed the correct time and date each class would meet. The data 
collection occurred over nine school days between February 18, 2020 and March 2, 2020 
(see Table 3.5). 
Table 3.5 Data Collection Schedule 
 
Each school was randomly assigned to one of the three song teaching approaches. 
A chart indicating which school was assigned to their song teaching approach is provided 
in Table 3.6. In addition, tables displaying each of the three student level clusters and 
their total numbers are displayed in Tables 3.7, 3.8, 3.9. 
Table 3.6. Randomly Assigned Song Teaching Approaches 
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Table 3.7. Phrase-by-phrase (PA) Student Cluster 
 
Table 3.8. Holistic Approach (HA) Student Cluster 
 
Table 3.9. Combination Approach (CA) Student Cluster 
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Experimental Song  
songs that have at least one repeated phrase such as ABAC (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 
1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). 
Further investigation into folk songs used in elementary music revealed that 20% of folk 
songs have a through composed or an ABCD phrase structure (Johnston, 1984). In 
addition, a survey performed by the researcher of several music teachers indicated that 
they use both through composed songs in the elementary music classroom as well as 
those with a repeated phrase structure. It was decided that the type of song used in this 
study was a song with no repeated phrases because it is a commonly used form and no 
study has investigated songs with no repeated phrases and song teaching approaches.  
In order to eliminate any familiarity with previously learned songs, a newly 
composed song was used. Two nationally known elementary music composers, Jeff 
Kriske and Randy DeLelles, are also presenters and authors of the music curriculum 
GAMEPLAN. They were asked to write the new song in order to avoid any familiarity 
among the students. The composers were provided with the following guidelines that 
were based upon criteria from previous research (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; 
Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006): 
 Form: the song must have phrase structure of ABCD 
 Range: the song must be within one octave 
 Style: the song must be written in a folk song style 
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 Rhythm: the authors should use their knowledge of what rhythms are 
appropriate for third grade in January and February  
 Meter: the song must be in a simple meter 
 Measures: the song must be eight measures in length. 
The composers chose a starting pitch appropriate for third grade voices (C4-C5) and 
wrote child appropriate text for the song. The song, Take a Trip, includes original text, is 
eight measures long, is in the key of F, is in 4/4 time, and has an ABCD phrase structure. 
A copy of the song used is provided in Appendix C. 
Fidelity  
In order to assure that each of the teachers taught their assigned approach the 
same way, the following measures were taken:  
1. An online meeting was held to explain the purpose of the study and what 
would be asked of each teacher. 
2. A Word document (script) was sent to each teacher with the exact steps for 
their assigned approach (see Appendix B). 
3. A video of the researcher teaching each approach using the prescribed scripts 
was sent to each teacher. 
4. Email follow-ups with each teacher answering individual questions or 
concerns were sent. 
Copies of the email correspondences are provided in Appendix D. 
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Instrumentation 
 A measurement tool, The Miller Singing Accuracy Rubric 2020 (MSAR 2020), 
was created by the researcher and was based upon previous research (Brophy, 1997; 
Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mathias, 1997; Mizener, 1998, 2003, 
2004; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Rutkowski & Miller, 2003; Sorrells, 2006; Steenwyk, 
2004; Veenker, 1998). The MSAR 2020 scores students based on rhythm, melody, text, 
starting and ending pitch and is worth a total of 26 points. A copy of the MSAR 2020 is 
provided in Appendix E. Following are the defined categories for scoring: 
 Rhythm  One point for each measure of rhythm that is correct. If one 
mistake is made in the measure, no point will be given. The song has a 
total of eight measures for a perfect score of (8 points). 
 Melody  One point for each measure of melody that is correct. Students 
will not be scored for in-tune singing. In other words, if the direction of 
the interval is correct, even if it is out of tune, a point will be given. The 
song has a total of eight measures for a perfect score of (8 points). 
 Text  One point for each measure of text that is correct. If one word of 
the text is wrong in the measure, the measure is wrong. The song has a 
total of eight measures for a perfect score of (8 points). 
 Starting Pitch  One point will be given if the student begins the song on 
the provided starting pitch (1 point) 
 Ending Pitch  One point will be given if the student ended in the same 
key that they started on. In other words, if students did not start on the 
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given starting pitch but end in the same key that the student started on, a 
point was given for a total of (1 point). 
Pilot Study 
 A pilot study was conducted in three private schools in preparation for this study. 
The students from the three schools were either third or fourth grade students (N = 103). 
During the pilot study, discoveries were made which influenced the decisions for the 
current study. One discovery included the logistics during the recording process. For 
example, a quiet place near the music room would be required for the recordings in order 
to avoid loud distractions in the hall or adjacent classrooms. Other discoveries, such as 
video samples of the researcher demonstrating the approaches would be beneficial for 
fidelity training (or consistency) among the teachers. Finally, there was a discovery that 
led to considerations of tempos as well as what to do if students interrupt the teaching 
steps. 
Perhaps the most important discovery in the pilot study was interference. About 
halfway through the recordings, the researcher noticed a drastic change in the melody of 
the experimental song, and it was similar for several students in a row. The last small 
group in this class was not able to recall and sing any of the experimental songs. It was 
discovered that after the experimental song was taught, the music teacher proceeded to 
teach the regular music lesson during the recording process. The lesson taught by the 
music teacher seemed to cause interference in remembering to replicate the song during 
the recording. Therefore, special care in the actual study was made in order to ensure that 
interference would not take place during the recording process. A full description of the 
pilot study is provided in Appendix F. 
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Procedure 
 Each class that was selected from each school was randomly assigned to one of 
the three song teaching approaches (see Table 3.4). Every effort was made to keep the 
regular scheduled music time for the experiment; however, in some instances due to 
scheduling conflicts, an alternative time was used. The experiment took place in the 
grade classroom. The regular music teacher at each school taught the song in order to 
avoid any awkwardness of a stranger providing the instruction. In addition, weeks before 
the researcher came into the classroom, the music teachers were asked to play a brief 
video of the researcher greeting the students and explaining the project. Some classes also 
video chatted with the researcher in order to eliminate anxiety over singing and recording 
in front of a stranger.  
On the day of the experiment at each of the 22 schools, the researcher was 
introduced to the students and once again explained to the students what was going to 
happen that day. The students were told to listen to their music teacher teach them a song. 
The teacher then taught the song using their assigned approach while the researcher video 
recorded the teacher for future analysis. Afterward, the students were asked to sit in the 
hallway, or right outside of the room, and were called into the music classroom 
individually to be audio recorded. Students were told that when they came in, they were 
going to be asked if they were willing to help with the study in order to satisfy the verbal 
assent set forth by the IRB (see Appendix A).  
If the student gave a verbal assent, the researcher then stated the school number, 
approach code (PA, HA, or CA) and the student ID number. Next, the researcher tapped 
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the signal for the student to begin singing. The student then proceeded to sing the song 
while the researcher audio recorded them individually using a Yemenren 8GB Digital 
recorder. The average length of each recording was approximately one minute. After the 
students were recorded, the researcher thanked the students and the teacher and gave a 
more detailed explanation of what was being tested. All of the student MSARs were then 
analyzed post hoc.  
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CHAPTER. 4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
 The purpose of this study was to investigate three song teaching approaches 
(phrase-by-phrase, holistic, and combination) using a song with no repeated phases and 
their effect on the singing accuracy of third grade elementary students The research 
design tested students in a large school district in the Western United States. The two 
levels of data looked at students (level I) n = 318 and teachers (level II) n = 22.  
Agreement 
 The MSAR 2020 was used to assess the singing accuracy of each student post 
hoc. In order to assure the agreement 
experience teaching elementary general music was asked to be a second, independent 
rater. Kraemer, in 1979, discussed the calculation of Kappa (as cited in Cicchetti et al., 
1990). As Cicchetti et al. (1990) state, Kappa takes the Proportion of Observed (PO) 
agreements minus the proportion of agreements based on chance alone (PC). The results 
of the agreement analysis are KappaWeighted = .89, 95% CI [.86, .93] and the data are 
displayed in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1. Results of Agreement 
Weighted Kappa Asymptotic 
Standard 
Error 
Z p value Lower 
95% CI 
Upper 
95% CI 
Linear .895 .020 11.045 .000 .856 .934 
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The weighted kappa formula was calculated using 20% of the total number of data 
collected, as suggested by Madsen, Jr. and Madsen (1981) on their interpretation of 
calculating agreement rating. The music teacher was trained during the pilot study and 
was given 68 recordings (20%) of the total recordings to score.  
Results 
 The program Mplus (Version 8.4) was used to conduct all multilevel ordinal 
logistic regressions tested for differences between the three treatment conditions (phrase-
by-phrase (PA), holistic (HA), and combination (CA)) and the four outcome variables: 
starting pitch and the ending pitch when singing with one point given if the student 
matched the starting pitch and one point if the student ended in the same key that they 
sang the song. The scores were interpreted as an ordinal variable, with a possibility of 
nine ordered categories, in other words, a score of 0-8. Therefore, each of the four 
categories were interpreted and reported separately using a multilevel ordinal logistic 
regression analysis to estimate the effect sizes and odds ratios. Two levels of data were 
considered: level 1 is the student level, which is nested in level 2 which is the teacher 
level.  
Text  
The results of the multilevel ordinal regression using text as a response with nine 
ordered categories revealed no statistically significant result in the text scores between 
any of the approaches (CA and PA; CA and HA; PA and HA). The magnitude of the 
effect of each pair of approaches on text is explained by the odds ratio (see Table 4.2). 
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For example, CA versus PA on text had an odds ratio of 1.86, HA versus CA had an odds 
ratio of .94, and HA versus PA had an odds ratio of .50. For students in the PA group, the 
odds of scoring higher on each text score increases 1.86 times than the odds for those 
students in the CA group. In other words, although not statistically significant, the 
students in the PA group were more likely to score higher than the students in the CA 
group. For students in the HA group, the odds were about the same of scoring similarly 
on the text score. Finally, even though it was not statistically significant, students in the 
PA group were more likely to receive a higher text score than those students in the HA 
group. The results that represent the thresholds between the different score categories are 
also displayed in Table 4.2. The tests of significance here signify that the coefficient is 
different than zero. 
Table 4.2. Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression  Text 
 
 
Rhythm  
The results of the multilevel ordinal regression using rhythm as a response with 
nine ordered categories revealed no statistically significant result in rhythm scores 
between any of the approaches (CA and PA; CA and HA; PA and HA). The magnitude of 
the effect of each pair of approaches on rhythm is explained by the odds ratio (see Table 
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4.3). For example, CA versus PA on rhythm had an odds ratio of 2.26, while HA versus 
CA had an odds ratio of .99, and HA versus PA had an odds ratio of .44. For students in 
the PA group, the odds of scoring higher on each rhythm score increases 2.26 times as 
large as the odds for those students in the CA group. In other words, although not 
statistically significant, the students in the PA group were more likely to score higher 
than the students in the CA group. For students in the HA group, the odds were about the 
same of scoring similarly on the rhythm score. Finally, even though it was not 
statistically significant, students in the PA group are more likely to receive a higher 
rhythm score than students in the HA group. The results that represent the thresholds 
between the different score categories are displayed in Table 4.3. The tests of 
significance here signify that the coefficient is different than zero. 
Table 4.3. Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression  Rhythm 
 
 
Melody  
The results of the multilevel ordinal regression using melody as a response with 
nine ordered categories revealed that no statistically significant result in the melody 
scores between any of the approaches (CA and PA; CA and HA; PA and HA). The 
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magnitude of the effect of each pair of approaches on melody is explained by the odds 
ratio (see Table 4.4). For example, CA versus PA on melody had an odds ratio of 1.06, 
HA versus CA had an odds ratio of .93, and HA versus PA had an odds ratio of .88. For 
those students in the PA group, the odds of scoring higher on each melody score 
increases 1.06 times as large as the odds for those students in the CA group. These results 
suggest that although not statistically significant, the students in the PA group were more 
likely to score higher than the students in the CA group. For students in the HA group, 
the odds were about the same of scoring similarly on the melody score, while not 
statistically significant, students in the PA group were more likely to receive a higher 
melody score than students in the HA group. The results that represent the thresholds 
between the different score categories are also displayed in Table 4.4. The tests of 
significance here signify that the coefficient is different than zero. 
Table 4.4. Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression  Melody 
 
 
Pitch  
The results of the multilevel ordinal regression using pitch as a response with 
three ordered categories revealed that there was no significant result in the pitch scores 
between any of the approaches (CA and PA; CA and HA; PA and HA). The magnitude of 
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the effect of each pair of approaches on pitch is explained by the odds ratio (see Table 
4.5). For example, CA versus PA on pitch had an odds ratio of 1.40, HA versus CA had 
an odds ratio of 1.01, and HA versus PA had an odds ratio of .71. For students in the PA 
group, the odds of scoring higher on each pitch score increases 1.40 times as large as the 
odds for those students in the CA group. In other words, although not statistically 
significant, the students in the PA group were more likely to score higher than the 
students in the CA group. For students in the HA group, the odds were about the same of 
scoring similarly on the pitch score. Finally, even though it is not statistically significant, 
students in the PA group were more likely to receive a higher pitch score than students in 
the HA group. The results that represent the thresholds between the different score 
categories are also displayed in Table 4.5. The tests of significance here signify that the 
coefficient is different than zero. 
Table 4.5. Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression  Pitch 
 
Conclusion 
 This study investigated the singing accuracy based on the type of song teaching 
approach used with third grade elementary music students. Based on the results of this 
study, the researcher fails to reject the null hypothesis: there will be no difference in 
singing accuracy based on the singing approach used. Each outcome variable (text, 
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rhythm, melody, and pitch) did not indicate any statistically significant results in favor of 
any of the song teaching approaches used. The use of the phrase-by-phrase approach, 
although not statistically significant, did indicate that it was more likely to receive higher 
scores of singing accuracies than the combination approach and the holistic approach 
used in this study. These results differ from previous research studies on song teaching 
approaches that were examined in the review of literature. For example, the studies by 
Klinger et al. (1998) and Persellin and Bateman (2009) reported that the holistic 
approach, although not statistically significant, produced better singing accuracy results 
than the phrase-by-phrase approach.  
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Statement of Problem 
Music educators have been concerned with song teaching approaches for over 300 
hundred years (Fisher, 1896; Heath, 1885; Mark & Gary, 2007; Thomas, 1897). 
Literature about song teaching approaches included some variation of either a phrase-by-
phrase approach or a holistic approach. The results of the studies examined indicated no 
statistically significant difference in favor of one approach over the other and revealed 
that further investigation was needed. (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; 
Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). Therefore, the current 
study sought to examine song teaching approaches that included a song that does not 
have any repeated phrase and investigated the impact of the differences in teachers who 
initiate the song teaching approach through an analysis using multilevel modeling.  
Purpose Statement 
 The purpose of this study was to investigate three song teaching approaches 
(phrase-by-phrase, holistic, and combination) using a song with no repeated phases and 
their effect on the singing accuracy of third grade elementary students. In addition, the 
analysis looked at two levels of data: student (level I) and teacher (level II). 
Research Questions: 
Does the song teaching approach make a difference in singing accuracy of third 
grade music students immediately after teaching the song? 
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 Is the text of a song more accurate when one particular song teaching 
approach is used? 
 Is the rhythm of a song more accurate when one particular song teaching 
approach is used? 
 Is the melody of a song more accurate when one particular song teaching 
approach is used? 
 Is the pitch (beginning and ending pitch) more accurate when one 
particular song teaching approach is used? 
Discussion 
The discussion for the current study will consider and speculate the results with 
specific attention to each musical element tested and analyzed (text, rhythm, melody, and 
pitch). In addition, further examination of the results in relation to the methodology, 
specifically sample size, the experiment environment and the fidelity training of the 
teachers which led to other limitations will be considered. In addition, a comparison of 
the current analysis to the analysis of previous research on song teaching and 
other speculations on the results will be discussed. Finally, future research on song 
teaching approaches will be shared, based on the results of the current study. 
Musical Elements Tested 
The results of this research study, although not statistically significant, indicated 
that the phrase-by-phrase approach to song teaching that was tested was more likely to 
produce higher results in the singing accuracy of text, rhythm, melody, and pitch when 
compared to the holistic approach or the researcher-created combination approach. A 
closer look at the odds ratio for each musical element tested with the phrase-by-phrase 
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approach reveals a noteworthy difference among them. For example, the odds of scoring 
higher on each rhythm and text score for the phrase-by-phrase approach were higher than 
melody and pitch. See Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1. Musical Elements Odds Ratio Comparison  Phrase -by-Phrase Approach 
 
One possible reason that rhythm and text have better odds than melody and pitch 
with the phrase-by-phrase approach is that rhythm and text are closely related to 
everyday speech. During the recording process, I noticed that some students would record 
just the words of the song, in rhythm, eliminating the melody and pitch element. This 
elimination of the melody and pitch may have seemed less important to them when 
replicating the song taught.  
Vulnerability may be another reason for the difference in odds ratios being higher 
with text and rhythm compared to melody and pitch. People tend to feel vulnerable when 
asked to sing any song, let alone a song that students were given very little instruction or 
practice time beforehand. In addition, students were asked to sing in front of a stranger, 
which also added to the vulnerability when asked to sing a song.  
Sample Size 
While previous research on song teaching approaches did not produce statistically 
significant results, the holistic approach was favored to have better results with singing 
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accuracy (Klinger et al., 1998; Mizener, 1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 
2006). The lack of statistically significant results in the current study could be attributed 
to the sample size. The sample size in the current study for students was N = 318 and the 
teacher sample size was N = 22. Even though the student sample size was much larger 
than in previous research studies, which ranged from N = 32 to N = 211, the analysis, 
which included the teacher data, was still small.  
Experimental Environment  
276). The experiment took place in 22 different schools which means that although every 
effort to ensure that the procedure for each approach was the same, differences in the 
environments at the various schools sometimes made it difficult to control outside 
variables. For example, one step in the procedure was to have the students wait in the 
hallway after the experimental song was taught and then enter the music room 
individually to be audio-recorded by the researcher. Three different types of distractions 
occurred in reference to the step waiting quietly in the hallway.  
The first distraction encountered in some schools was a busier hallway, e.g. 
outside a physical education classroom. A second distraction occurred in the hallway if 
the teachers simply did not enforce  reading quietly and the students talked and 
interacted with each other. A third type of distraction occurred in only one school that did 
the researcher was asked to record on the stage next to the music room. In this particular 
instance, the music teacher continued to teach after the experimental song was taught. 
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The researcher asked that the lesson not be a melodic or rhythmic lesson, and the music 
teacher obliged, but still distracted the students with a lively lesson that could be 
overheard during the recording process. Finally, several schools did not have internal 
hallways for the children to wait. These distractions were all different and could not 
necessarily be controlled, which could have had a direct effect on the memory of the 
students in order to sing the song accurately.  
Fidelity Training  
Similar to having different environments at each school, teachers were also 
different. Analysis using multilevel modeling considered the difference in types of 
teachers as well as schools, but some areas in the fidelity of training the teachers could 
have been a variable which may have affected the results. Teachers were given a video of 
the researcher teaching the song with the assigned approach for their class, as well as a 
document of the script for that approach with the preferred steps. Every effort was made 
by the researcher to ask the teachers to practice their individual script and teach the steps 
as natural as possible. It was evident, during the experiment and afterwards while 
watching the recordings of the teachers, that some teachers appeared robotic, 
assigned approach differed from their own individualistic approach also provided 
evidence to the possible inconsistency of the fidelity training.  
Eleven of the 22 teachers expressed to me that they were nervous on the 
experimental day which could have affected their confidence to teach the assigned 
approach and song. Some of the nervous teachers sang quietly, sang incorrect melodies 
(which were noted when scoring), or did not make eye contact with the students while 
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teaching. Other teachers relied heavily upon their printed script and hesitated when 
giving directives. As the researcher in the room, I noticed that when the teacher was 
natural, confident, and made eye contact with the students, more students seemed to be 
able to recall the song during the recording process. 
At the conclusion of the project, each teacher was asked to write a short reflection 
on the approach that they were asked to use during the experiment. The return response 
rate was 86% and teachers provided information about how the approach they were 
assigned was different or similar to the approach that they usually use. Every teacher that 
responded indicated that they use some form of a phrase-by-phrase approach. Teachers 
who were assigned the combination approach either eliminated the extra repetitions of the 
whole song, making it similar to the phrase-by-phrase approach, or said they used the 
combination approach almost step-by-step. Two teachers who were assigned the holistic 
approach expressed that they were uncomfortable using this approach, which attributed to 
their concerns.  
There is one important aspect of the teaching process used during the experiment 
that must be considered and that is correcting the students. In order to ensure the fidelity 
of implementing the steps similarly within and across groups, teachers were asked to 
refrain from correcting or repeating a step if the students did not repeat the phrase(s) 
exactly. Most teachers, in their reflections, expressed that they most definitely would 
have had students repeat a phrase that was not repeated correctly. As a researcher and 
educator, I do recognize that repeating a phrase that was not sung correctly should be 
done in a regular classroom setting. For experimental reasons, however, the results could 
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have been compromised if one teacher sang a phrase more than another teacher in the 
same group.  
Analysis Comparison  
The researcher also recognizes that if data at only the student level were to be 
analyzed using a One-Way Analysis of Variance for approach type, it could have yielded 
different results than what was presented. Previous studies that investigated song teaching 
approaches looked at student level and did not take into consideration data at the teacher 
level or multi-level analysis (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 
1998, 2003; Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006).  
Speculations  
It must be noted that the scores for singing accuracy of each student were low, 
and in most cases resulted in a score of zero. Many students who came into the classroom 
to record did not sing anything or simply said that they did not remember the song. There 
may be a few reasons students did not sing anything, the first being the level of comfort 
young children have singing alone and/or recording their singing. A second reason 
students received a zero might have been nerves; I noticed several students were nervous 
and even expressed great distress when they could not sing the song. Third, as already 
discussed, students were not given a chance to echo sing any phrases that were not 
echoed correctly, which could have affected the singing accuracy. Perhaps a fourth 
reason might be related to the 
were nervous and even stumbled over the steps, which could also have affected the 
singing accuracy results.  
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 The current study investigated the singing accuracy of the song after one time 
through the process. In the pilot study in preparation for the current study, students were 
also recorded one week after the initial teaching. The results indicated that singing 
accuracy was improved after one week (see Appendix F). In addition, the scores from one 
school was eliminated because the teacher admitted to teaching the students one week 
prior to the experiment day. The scores were significantly higher, which could indicate 
that more time spent with the song could produce higher scores for singing accuracy. The 
higher schools at this school were the reason for eliminating them from the study. 
 The song itself could also be the reason for lower singing accuracy scores. Several 
teachers on the experiment day expressed concern over that fact that the song seemed 
difficult. It was the intent of the researcher to test a song type that had not been tested 
previously, one that did not include a repeated phrase structure. Other questions were 
raised about the octave jump in the last phrase. Although the song is age appropriate for 
third graders, with rhythms, intervals and meter, perhaps the approaches used in this 
particular study were not appropriate for this particular song. Gault (2002), in his study 
on song teaching approaches, did offer the conclusion that the approach depended on the 
song taught, which could be the case with this song. Perhaps more repetitions are needed 
with a song that does not have repeated phrases.  
 The last area of speculation is concerned with teacher talk. I observed and noted 
in my research notes that the teachers who were assigned either the holistic or 
combination approach talked to the students far more than teachers who used the phrase-
by-phrase approach. For example, teachers took time asking the questions about text and 
even explain the steps they were going to do as they taught. Every teacher expressed that 
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their normal teaching approach was similar to a phrase-by-phrase, as denoted previously. 
Since the holistic and combination approach both seemed new and perhaps a bit foreign 
to those teachers, most resorted to reading the script word for word, which included 
sing, I want to you tell me how we are going to get where we are going, so listen while I 
whole approach. Gruenewald and Pollock expressed that too much talk could overwhelm 
y to 
speculate then, that since the phrase-by-phrase approach used the least number of 
directives it was the one that was most likely to produce higher singing accuracy scores.  
Future Research  
 The results of the current study were different than previous research. Previous 
research tended to lean toward the holistic approach as being more effective in singing 
accuracy. (Gault, 2002; Klinger et al., 1998; Marshall, 2002; Mizener, 1998, 2003; 
Persellin & Bateman, 2009; Sorrells, 2006). In addition, the previous research only 
looked at student level data, and an increase in sample size at the teacher level could have 
produced different results.  
Since the teacher played a much larger role in this research study, more attention 
should be given to the fidelity training of each teacher using the various approaches for 
future studies using multilevel modeling. Unfamiliarity with the assigned approach 
seemed to be the greatest concern for the teachers. A future study, similar to the current 
one, could include longer training for teachers on the various approaches which could 
include using the approach on songs other than the experimental song as practice for 
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several weeks before recording the experimental song. Generally, more preparedness of 
the teacher as a whole before the experimental day is also recommended for future 
research.  
Summary 
 Overall, the results in the current study open the door for future research. This 
study is unlike many of the other studies of its kind that have researched song teaching 
approaches because it used the teacher as part of the data within a multilevel model. In 
addition, a song with a phrase structure that did not have any repeated phrases was used, 
unlike previous research. While preparing for this study, I had conversations with 
colleagues in the field, and one of the main conclusions was that the song teaching 
approach used does depend upon the song type and use of the song in the classroom. As 
future teachers prepare to teach music to children, it is extremely important be able to 
provide students with a variety of teaching approaches, methods and ideas for them to 
use. More research is warranted to assist teachers in finding the best song teaching 
approach for the singing accuracy of their students.  
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APPENDICES 
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Verbal Assent Form 
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APPENDIX B. Steps for all Approaches 
PA (Phrase-by-Phrase) 
1. Teacher sings the whole song  no text-related questions, students listen 
2. Teacher sings phrase 1, students echo phrase 1 
3. Teacher sings phrase 2, students echo phrase 2 
4. Teacher sings phrase 3, students echo phrase 3 
5. Teacher sings phrase 4, students echo phrase 4 
6. Teacher sings phrases 1 and 2, students echo phrases 1 and 2 
7. Teacher sings phrases 3 and 4, students echo phrases 3 and 4 
8. Teachers sings the whole song, while students mouth the words 
9. Teacher invites students to sing along (T sings with students) 
10. Teachers asks students to sing alone 
11. Teacher counts off while students sing alone (ONE TWO READY SING 
on starting pitch) 
 
HA (Holistic) 
 
1. Teacher sings the whole song  no text-related questions, students listen 
2. Teacher asks text-related questions, teacher sings whole song, students 
listen 
a. Three Things  what is one thing that is important? (be kind) 
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b. Take a Trip  how are we going to get to where we are going? 
(car) 
3. Teacher asks how many phrases are in the song, teacher sings whole song, 
students listen 
4. Teacher asks students to pat the steady beat on their laps, teacher sings 
whole song, students listen 
5. Teacher asks students to pat the steady beat on their heads, teacher sings 
whole song, students listen 
6. Teacher invites students to sing along if they are ready, teacher sings with 
students 
7. Teacher counts off and students sing alone, ONE TWO READY SING, on 
starting pitch 
 
CA (Combination) 
 
 
1. Teacher sings the whole song  no text-related questions, students listen 
a. Teacher will add a gesture that emphasizes the text of song every 
time the teacher sings, except the final time when students sing 
alone (students are not expected to do gestures) 
b. Gestures for Take a Trip 
i. Phrase 1  large circle with hand (toward students) 
ii. Phrase 2  hand to eyes (what will we see), both hands out 
(what will we do) 
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iii. Phrase 3  hands up (sun), fingers wiggle down (rain), 
shiver with hands on opposite arms (snow) 
iv. Phrase 4  driving motion for whole line 
c. Gestures for Three Things 
i. Phrase 1  motion three fingers for first two beats and point 
with one finger on important (titi) 
ii. Phrase 2  1 finger (first), pat heart two times (be kind), 2 
singers (second), pat heart two times (be kind) 
iii. Phrase 3  motion three fingers for first two beats and point 
with one finger on important (titi) 
iv. Phrase 4  1 finger two beats (you know) three fingers two 
beats (third one), pat heart on be kind 
2. Teacher asks text-related questions, teacher sings whole song, students 
listen 
a. Three Things  what is the one thing that is important? (be kind) 
b. Take a Trip  how are we going to get where we are going? (car) 
3. Teacher asks how many phrases in song, teacher sings whole song, 
students listen 
4. Teacher sings phrase 1, students echo phrase 1 
5. Teacher sings phrase 2, students echo phrase 2 
6. Teacher sings phrase 3, students echo phrase 3 
7. Teacher sings phrase 4, students echo phrase 4 
8. Teacher sings phrases 1 and 2, students echo phrases 1 and 2 
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9. Teacher sings phrases 3 and 4, students echo phrases 3 and 4 
10. Teachers sings the whole song, while students mouth the words 
11. Teacher invites students sing song along (T sings with students) 
12. T asks students to sing alone 
13. Teacher counts off and students sing alone  teacher does not do gesture 
this time, ONE TWO READY SING on starting pitch 
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APPENDIX C. The Song 
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APPENDIX D. Email Correspondence 
Assignment email: 
You have been randomly assigned the song teaching approach in my study called: 
Combination 
Attached to this email is: 
1. PDF with the steps written out 
2. Short video of a demonstration  
a. Combination https://youtu.be/KUtscCqoo94 
3. The song 
 
important that they do NOT hear the song before the experiment day! So please practice 
at home, even avoid teaching to another class as practice, in case of siblings! 
to a minimum. 
Please make sure you start on an F  however you usually get your starting pitch is fine! 
**People in my video  people singing in my video  the class is 
my college (nonmusic major) students and the combination video is a friend. *note: I 
corrected or helped my friend back on pitch  
In other words   I know we w
situation  but we cannot for the study. I will write about not correcting in my paper, so 
people know. 
Let me know of any questions! 
Thanks! 
Kate 
 Look for emails later with your finalized 'for sure' class and consent forms. But you can 
certainly start going over your approach now! 
Phrase 
https://youtu.be/e9O678BcEx0 
Holistic 
https://youtu.be/xxIvgw61Ezw 
Combination 
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https://youtu.be/KUtscCqoo94 
One-week reminder email: 
One week from today I will be at your school for my dissertation project! 
Hopefully you have had time to learn the song, the steps, and view my example video. 
Here are a few reminders: 
Reminders for you: 
1. I have provided you with steps and questions (if your approach requires repetition 
of singing) 
2. THE STEPS are the most important part, but please feel free to deliver the steps 
me! 
3. PLEASE email me immediately with questions about teaching the song with 
those steps 
a. Remember, the steps to song teaching is what I am testing 
b. I am asking you to follow them  BUT as natural as possible (not 
robotic and not like someone else) 
Logistics for recording day: 
1. You can introduce me, and I will read an assent statement to whole class 
2. You will teach the song with assigned approach (I will video record YOU only) 
3. Immediately after you teach, I will ask you to take the kiddos outside your 
classroom to sit quietly. PLEASE have them bring a book to read, so they 
remain quiet. 
4. I will hand you a stack of index cards, one for each student. As they each come 
into the room for me to record  hand them a card (any order of students and any 
order of card  does not matter as long as each student has a different card) 
a. Of course  ONLY hand to students who sent back the consent 
b. The recording will take approximately 1-2 minutes per student, if you 
have one ready at the door, it will go very fast! 
5.  
 
 PLEASE do so now! I need to 
make up the cards ahead of time! Also  how is the collection of consent coming? They 
can turn in up to that morning. 
 
THANK YOU for preparing for this and I will see you NEXT WEEK!! 
 
Kate 
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APPENDIX E. Miller Singing Accuracy Rubric 2020 (MSAR 2020) 
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APPENDIX F. Pilot Study 
 The purpose of this study was to investigate the interaction of the type of song 
teaching approach and the type of song used and the singing accuracy of elementary 
music students. Participants were third and fourth grade students from three private 
schools (N = 103). There were six experimental conditions that were distributed among 
the three schools. Three conditions were taught at school A, two conditions were taught 
at school B, and one condition was taught at school C. The regular music teacher taught 
the conditions at schools A and C. A classroom teacher, with music education experience, 
taught the conditions at school B because of scheduling conflicts with the regular music 
teacher. The six groups were randomly assigned to one of the six experiment conditions, 
see Figure 5.  
Figure 5. Experiment Conditions Assignment 
 PA HA CA 
Song A 
ABAC phrase structure 
n = 15 
School A 
n = 18 
School A 
n = 17 
School C 
Song B 
ABCD phrase structure 
n = 19 
School B 
n = 17 
School B 
n = 17 
School A 
 
The teachers were given the music and the steps to practice before the experiment 
began and were informed to contact the researcher with any questions for clarification 
before the experiment day. On the experiment day, the teachers taught the assigned song 
(see Appendix C) and followed the steps for the assigned approach (see Appendix B). 
Immediately after the song was taught, the researcher took students in small groups to a 
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designated area to record each student individually. Students entered the designated room 
one at a time to record while the remaining small group waited in the hall. After each 
group, the researcher would walk the students back to their classroom and take the next 
group until all students were recorded. 
One week later, the teachers asked the students to sing the song that they learned 
the previous week. The teacher gave a starting pitch and all students and teacher sang the 
song together. The researcher then proceeded to record the students in the same manner 
as week one. 
In order to track the recordings of each student, index cards were printed with the 
When the students entered the room, the researcher pressed record on the digital audio 
recorder, stated the student number, approach type (PA, HA, or CA), and song type 
(Song A or Song B), and then hit a tone bar to acquire a starting pitch. The researcher 
week two.  
 A scoring rubric was used to score each student and the same scoring sheet was 
used for both recordings, each marked either week one or week two (see Appendix E). A 
former music teacher with 17 
listen and score 20% of the recordings for reliability in the results. 
 Based on the pilot study, several modifications were made in order to improve the 
principal study: 
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1. Recording space: the space needs to be quiet and near the music room. A place 
marker for each student to stand, and a tone bell for starting pitch will also be 
required.  
2. Preparation: Researcher will make practice videos of each approach for the 
teacher to view. In addition, the teacher will be asked to make a practice video for 
the researcher to view before the experiment 
3. Interference: Due to interference of the music teacher teaching during the 
recording process, interference was added as a variable. A precise interference 
lesson will be set for each group assigned to interference and noninterference 
groups will be asked to sit quietly and read until the recordings have taken place 
Results 
 Week one. A test of between-subject effects indicated that there was a 
statistically significant difference in the type of song taught F (1, 102) = 10.64, p = .002, 
np2 = .099. Figure 6 displays the Estimated Marginal Means for week 1. There was no 
interaction between the type of approach used and the type of song taught. Although not 
statistically significant, the combination approach (CA) did indicate better results when 
teaching song B (ABCD) which is also displayed in figure 6. It is also interesting to note 
that the holistic approach did far worse on singing accuracy than either the phrase-by-
phrase (PA) or the combination approach (CA). Finally, the phrase-by-phrase approach 
seems to be a better choice when teaching a song that has repeated phrases.  
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Figure 6. Estimated Marginal Means of Week 1  Song A (ABAC) and Song B (ABCD).  
 
 Week 2. The second week had better results and although not statistically 
significant, there was another notable difference in the type of song taught when a test of 
between-subject effects was run, F (1, 102) = 4.21, p = .043, np2 = .042. Figure 6 
displays the Estimated Marginal Means for week 1. There was no interaction between thy 
type of approach used and the type of song taught. Referring to the chart in figure 7, the 
combination approach (CA) displays better results in singing accuracy compared to the 
other two approaches, PA and HA. Once again, the combination approach seems to be 
the better choice of song teaching approach when teaching a song that does not have 
repeated phrases.  
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Figure 7. Estimated Marginal Means of Week 2  Song A (ABAC) and Song B (ABCD).  
 
 Reliability 
 A music teacher with over 17 
asked to score 20% of the pilot study recordings. The interrater reliability was determined 
by taking the total number of agreements divided by total scores. The reliability for this 
pilot study was r = .91 
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